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Abstract
This research explores the ongoing citizen science development for cetacean research and
conservation from a social science perspective. Cetaceans such as whales and dolphins, as
flagship species, are considered a motivator for many people to engage with citizen science
programs and a way to connect humans to nature and potentially bridge the gap between
science and the public. On-site and online, e.g. crowdsourcing programs, were explored to first
define a range of projects that currently exist, then an empirical case study in Piran, Slovenia
is presented to gain everyday insights of experiences of citizen science. Finally, the case
study’s findings are put into a broader perspective by contrasting them with findings gained
from 14 interviews with experts who are involved in cetacean citizen science projects around
the world. Overall, the findings from the expert interviews could often be confirmed and
interpreted in the daily examples in Slovenia. Effects of citizen science projects can reach far
beyond the general scientific benefits. Projects have the potential to influence the everyday life
of all three sides involved; the participants’, experts’ and cetaceans’ over a long period of time,
and it may change attitudes and behavior and contribute towards conservation on a larger
scale. In a number of cases, effects on the surrounding communities, policy making processes
and society as such could potentially be attributed. Currently, promising initiatives are out there
in the world of cetacean research and conservation, however this is just the beginning e.g. in
terms of policy making and the potential has not been reached by far. It is time to realize the
full potential of citizen science programs in relation to that. However, findings also show that if
projects are not carefully implemented or the term citizen science is used without scientific
guidance, they can potentially have negative effects upon cetacean research and
conservation. It is therefore recommended to be very cautious and to take one step at a time
when implementing a citizen science project and not to underestimate the social aspects. Since
this study was intended to be a first step, a baseline, more research is needed to reveal further
details and directions.

Keywords: Citizen Science, Crowdsourcing, Cetaceans, Public Engagement, Science-Public
Relation, Conservation
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1 Introduction and Problem Statement

‘It was only for a second, but it
was truly magical to spot this
cute family in the wild <3’
(Desiree)
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Science and the public, two parts on their own, two controversial terms? For a long time it
seemed like there was a clear distinction between science and the general public. The public
would not question scientifically proven output and its implications and science would not
directly engage with the public. However, society is changing and we are moving away from a
society of acceptance towards a reflexive modernity where people question science, derive
their own assumptions and are eager to engage (Beck, 1992). Especially in the light of
environmental threats, scientists and citizens have the potential to face challenges together
within citizen science (Irwin, 1995). Citizen science can be simply defined as academic
research conducted with the help of non-scientists (Bruce, Albright, Sheehan, & Blewitt, 2014;
Tulloch, Possingham, Joseph, Szabo, & Martin, 2013). Our oceans have been overexploited
by humans for far too long and face major environmental threats which suggests that we need,
as mariners like to say ‘all hands on deck’, to take action and change the reality. But how do
we engage the public, how can we manage it sustainably and what kind of efforts are really
worth it? This thesis explores the development of citizen science for one specific area, the area
of cetacean research and conservation. Considering that whales, dolphins and porpoises,
known as cetaceans, are so called flagship species (Cornwell & Campbell, 2012), they are
species who are extremely popular to humans on an emotional level and therefore receive
considerable amounts of public attention, one can see a lot of potential for citizen science.
Further, cetaceans are on top of the food chain, so cetacean research can not only deliver
insights about the species itself and its habitat, but also about the ocean’s health in general
(Genov, 2015a).

One of these examples for the level of interest and power of public attention is the unofficially
called ‘Blackfish Effect’, currently happening in the USA, but also receiving attention worldwide.
This phenomenon evoked a high amount of public attention through the powerful documentary
‘Blackfish’. This effect is leading the public response to demand for the release of killer whales
(Orcinius Orca) held in captivity and tries to prohibit the use of marine mammals for the marine
display industry (Koster, 2014; Zimmermann, 2014). The effect contributed towards a drop in
attendance at Sea World, some of the United States’ biggest entertainment parks that keep
the largest collection of Orcas in captivity around the world and forced the company to take
aggressive steps to restore their public image. Although the drop in attendance might be only
temporarily, the documentary changed the perception of the public (Martin, 2015; Roose,
2014). The Blackfish Effect sparked two proposals for a legislation which would prohibit
keeping orcas in captivity in California and New York State and has now even been picked up
by a congress man in a bill proposal (Press, 2014; Schiff, 2015; Stupi, 2014; Whitten, 2015).
Moreover, people often advocate their love for these animals in the wild and show more and
more interest in natural habitat and conservation efforts. Although this is not a new
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phenomenon since cetacean research institutes have been running successful volunteer
programs and research camps that nurture public involvement for quite some time now. New
technological developments and growing public awareness offer new possibilities for
researchers to include and benefit from laypersons.

With the development of Web 2.0, the emerging of social media and the possibility to share,
rate opinions and experiences online, (Buscher, 2014) people seem to spend more and more
time online. Therefore, it is no wonder that the significance of smartphones, social media and
internet for one on a personal level is growing and growing. As part of the Web 2.0 movement,
crowdsourcing arose (Zhao & Zhu, 2014), which is “defined as the act of a company or
institution taking a function once performed by employees and outsourcing it to an undefined
network of people based on an open call” (Howe (2006) as cited in Zhao & Zhu, 2014, p. 417).
One side effect of this development is that the public and scholars alike become estranged
from the reality called nature, which is a reason for concern considering the fact that the earth
is under more environmental pressure than ever and we therefore have to find solutions to
protect and conserve our planet. Further, Hart, Stafford, Goodenough, & Morgan (2012) claim
that there is an increasing disconnect between science- and scientists- and society, especially
in the life sciences.

But these new emerging technologies also offer new possibilities for involving the public in
scientific research and debates. Although citizen science is not a new phenomenon, people
like Benjamin Franklin and Charles Darwin were technically speaking citizen scientists
(Silvertown, 2009), the term has just been implemented over the past few decades. In terms
of citizen science the development of the Web 2.0 offers exciting new possibilities of public
involvement. So called ‘Apps’, applications for smartphones enable the common citizen to
contribute, e.g. to data collection by uploading pictures of a sighted species with their
smartphones. Since most mobile devices possess a GPS function nowadays (Hart et al., 2012;
Meynecke, 2014), the exact location will be transmitted to an online data base as well and can
then be analyzed and interpreted by educated scientists. However, the use of the public as
citizen scientists is seen as controversial. With new possibilities there also come new
challenges and problems which need to be identified, researched and ideally speaking, solved.

Jan-Olaf Meynecke (2014) states that it is necessary to apply citizen science and use
crowdsourcing because long-term scientific behavior studies of marine mammals are costly
and have small chances of funding. The outer circumstances (e.g. sea-based) in which
research upon whales and dolphins is normally conducted, distinguishes this type of research
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from other projects. More recent developments regarding public involvement seem to ask for
a new assessment and explanations of these phenomenon in relation to cetacean research, a
topic which has been considerably neglected by scientists, especially in the social sciences
(Riesch & Potter, 2014). With so many different types of citizen science out there, it is important
to gain more knowledge on the topic. This study aims at closing this gap and envisions to
provide an initiative for further research among the potential of laypersons as citizen scientists
for cetacean research or other fields of research for species conservation.
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2 Research Objectives and Research Question

‘The whale watching tour in the north of Iceland

first seemed to start as one of the worst boat trips I
ever experienced. Due to the heavy weather
circumstances a lot of people got sea sick. […]
Just at the time the crew decided to turn back this
youngster humpback whale started to give a great
show, jumping out of the weather at least 20 times
in half an hour. It made up all the seasickness and
searching!’ (Iris)
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This research was born out of an initial response to the Blackfish effect, wondering what other
ways could be out there to connect the public and for a regular citizen to personally engage
with whales and dolphins outside the marine display industry. So this whole area of citizen
science opened up, but turned out to be a fuzzy concept with little being known about the social
science side of it. Hence, this research aims at understanding citizen science programs
involved in cetacean research and conservation, their effects, values and social
implementations with a special respect to public engagement and knowledge generation. It
looks at citizen science bridging the gap between science and the public. From that
perspective, three main research questions were developed:

RQ 1: What possibilities are ‘out there’ for a regular citizen to personally engage with cetacean
research and conservation outside of captivity?

RQ 2: What are the effects of citizen science upon cetacean research and conservation?
SQ 2.1: How are citizen science programs experienced by participants and scientists?
SQ 2.2: What implications does this have for cetacean research and conservation?
SQ 2.3: Which factors are responsible for these effects?
These questions will help to follow the main objective of this research project to assess the
current state of citizen science involved in cetacean research and conservation and to create
a baseline study. Since the number of citizen science projects out there is constantly growing,
it is necessary to make an estimate of their actual value and benefits for cetacean research on
the one hand and public engagement on the other hand, which leads us to the third research
question.
RQ 3: What factors are important to make citizen science programs for cetacean research
successful and beneficial?
If solely seen from a scientific point of view one could go out there and investigate the data
validity and scientific output of citizen scientists and compare them with data collected by
scientists or computer programs, as it has been done before in the scientific literature (Gollan,
de Bruyn, Reid, & Wilkie, 2012). But as RQ 2 is suggesting, the focus of this study is on the
potential of citizen science for public engagement. The interest in the science side of this is
primarily to establish the role of participating in science rather than e.g. tourism in generating
particular experiences with the public. So what factors are actually important to make a citizen
science program successful and beneficial? By looking closer into how scientists and
participants actually experience and narrate the citizen science development, this question will
9|Page

be answered. Figure 1 highlights the current situation and area of investigation of this research.
The red circle shows the area of investigation. On the one side we have the citizens’
experiences and motives as part of the public vs. science on the other side, both influencing
the citizen science programs and vice versa. The overall concept is under constant influence
of society as a whole and relates to issues like policy, conservation, environmental awareness
and captivity in the broader context.

Figure 1: Situation under investigation
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3 Literature Review
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The existing literature about citizen science in relation to conservation efforts mainly tackles
issues such as the validity of the collected data, technical implications and implementation
issues. Rarely a social science perspective can be found. Literature exists among different
research fields with bird research having the longest history of citizen science involvement
(Greenwood, 2007). Most of the articles have been written in the past ten years with numbers
of publications still growing (Catlin-Groves, 2012). Citizen science for cetacean research and
conservation as topic for this study is therefore considered a very current issue that will gain
more and more attention in the future. Although, as already mentioned above, citizen science
in its purest form has existed for over a few hundred years (Silvertown, 2009). The possibilities
and versions of today only emerged during the last decades and the potential seems limitless.
Below perceptions and studies of the key issues related to this topic will be discussed and
support the need for this research.

3.1 Volunteers, Tourism, New Media and Conservation Projects
There is an extended amount of literature concerning volunteers and conservation projects
available online, but only a few take the so-called new media into account. Since citizen
science, by its definition, has emerged out of laypersons volunteering (Silvertown, 2009), it is
quite difficult to draw the line where volunteering in a traditional sense ends and citizen science
begins, it is more a blurred line depending on the perspective. So it is necessary to include
volunteers in relation to new media, tourism and conservation projects in the literature review.
Articles addressing all four topics at the same time can rarely be found.

Studies like Brightsmith, Stronza, & Holle (2008) put conservation biology in relation to
ecotourism and volunteer tourism into perspective. According to them, based on a long-term
study of over seven years in Peru, the synergy between these three areas has been mutually
beneficial and should be applied to other conservation projects (Brightsmith et al., 2008). In
the case of the Peru project, the collaboration might be beneficial for everyone, but the authors
seldom critique the project’s practices and the possibility of applying it to other conservation
projects is seen quite opportunistic. But this article illustrates in a good way how volunteerrecruiting non-governmental organizations (in that case the Earthwatch Institute) cooperate
and contribute towards conservation efforts.

Bram Büscher (2014) explored and theorized the links between new media and nature
conservation and points out that new media in relation to environmental issues, especially
conservation issues, has been critically understudied so far. In order to provide initiative and a
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concept for further studies, he developed the concept of ‘Nature 2.0’ where new online forms
and manifestations are denoted and online information is not simply consumed, but actively
modified or co-produced (Buscher, 2014). In that way the human-nature dynamics shift, for
example, it is possible with the help of a web application to ‘tailor your own nature’ (Buscher,
2014) and in doing so arguably reconnect the human being with nature. Further Büscher
provides the reader with different blocks (categories) of Nature 2.0. Büscher’s concept of
Nature 2.0 is a needed concept in today’s academic world, but while giving numerous
examples of his concept he struggles to provide a concise and straight forward definition of
Nature 2.0 itself and therefore makes it difficult to reapply the concept on future research,
which initially has been the aim of the researcher. Nevertheless his work helps to explain the
connection between new media, humans and conservation efforts.

What the scientific value of data collected by volunteers really is, has been analyzed by a
number of scholars such as Foster-Smith and Evans (2003), specifically for marine ecological
data. Interestingly, their research revealed that volunteers were able to conduct straight
forward tasks in a beneficial way and although errors were made, the same errors were made
by the experienced scientists. Therefore, they suggest that quality control of data should
always be mandatory. They also studied the limits of data collected by volunteers and even
though volunteers were not able to complete all tasks that were assigned to them successfully,
the volunteers contributed in other more unexpected ways like creating hypotheses and
helping out with their own expertise at the institute. One volunteer for example helped out with
computing skills. For the volunteers themselves, the authors noticed educational benefits, such
as increasing knowledge of marine issues and understanding of the process of scientific
studies (Foster-Smith & Evans, 2003). The article provides a thorough case study of the value
of volunteers for conservation projects not only from a data perspective but considering other
realms like education as well.

3.2 Citizen Science
Citizen science as Figure 2 shows, has contributed towards a growing number of scientific
publications since 1995 (Irwin, 1995). Although these numbers are not only related to focusing
upon citizen science as such, it is a strong indicator for the current importance of this topic in
relation to many fields such as conservation. The literature mainly deals with quality of the
collected data, management and implementation issues or gives an overview over the current
state of citizen science (Branchini et al., 2015; Delaney, Sperling, Adams, & Leung, 2008;
Devictor, Whittaker, & Beltrame, 2010; Marshall, Kleine, & Dean, 2012; Tulloch et al., 2013).
Hereby the fields of conservation are wildly spread out and tackle projects e.g. in the field of
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ornithology (Greenwood, 2007; Tulloch et al., 2013), invasive species (Delaney et al., 2008),
coral reefs (Branchini et al., 2015; Marshall et al., 2012) and sea turtle monitoring (Cornwell &
Campbell, 2012). Citizen science throughout the literature is seen as valuable tool for
conservation and research representing an enormous potential workforce (Catlin-Groves,
2012; Devictor et al., 2010). Many scientists are aware of potential problems, issues and
shortcomings the involvement with citizen science can implicate, depending on the project and
tasks (Marshall et al., 2012; Tulloch et al., 2013). It is important to point out that, “there is a
lack of trust in the scientific community about the reliability of citizen science data” (CatlinGroves, 2012, p.1), although the literature indicates otherwise.

Figure 2: Number of scientific papers published as a result of citizen science involvement as in CatlinGroves (2012, p.9)

The involvement of tourists as citizen scientists has not been widely discussed in the literature.
Only Marshall et al. (2012) describe the engagement of tourist communities as a new challenge
which is worth to pursue in the future, whereas Branchini et al.’s study (2015) was solely based
on data collected by dive tourists. That proves there is potential for more tourist engagement
and requires more research in the specific fields to acknowledge the full potential of tourist
involvement in citizen science.
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One major field where citizen science programs involving tourists can be very useful, is
conservation biogeography as identified by Devictor et al. (2010). In their paper, “Beyond
scarcity: Citizen science programs as useful tools for conservation biogeography.” They
created a general framework which illustrated the prerequisites of a relevant dataset for
conservation biogeography and applied it upon different citizen science programs around the
world. Their research indicated that citizen science is a valuable tool especially for issues that
span large temporal and spatial extents (Devictor et al., 2010). Therefore, they call for more
citizen science projects around the world and encourage ‘the reconnection between people
and nature and more generally between people and science’ (Devictor et al., 2010). Particularly
the designed framework can help to identify potential projects or researches for a citizen
science involvement and in doing so avoid a setting up of a program which might not be
suitable for citizen science. In that way valuable resources like time, money and human capital
can be saved.

Riesch and Potter (2014) looked at citizen science in a very different way compared to the rest
of the reviewed literature. They were interested in the scientists’- who were involved in a
specific citizen science project – point of view and researched the methodological,
epistemological and ethical dimensions of it. According to them “reflections, lessons learned
and worries that scientists may have encountered while working on CS [citizen science] have
rarely been voiced”(Riesch & Potter, 2014, p.108). They further state that:

‘Scientists themselves have of course published prolifically on their experiences of CS [...] reflecting
among other things on what worked and what did not work so well during the projects. While this
literature is certainly insightful about scientists’ experiences, there is still a need for independent social
scientists to have a look behind the curtains and find out what scientists working on CS think about it,
and where they see the real challenges that CS needs to address if we want it to be successful.’ (Riesch
& Potter, 2014, p.108).

Riesch and Potters’ claim and research raises the very interesting issue of the scientists’
perspective which is considered as very important but often neglected aspect of citizen
science. Therefore, the scientists’ view will function as a major guideline in this study.

3.3 Crowdsourcing
Nowadays with the development of Web 2.0 and other media applications, one term must be
mentioned when talking about citizen science, crowdsourcing. It can be seen as sort of a
subculture of citizen science. “In essence, crowdsourcing is based on a simple, but powerful,
concept: virtually everyone has the potential to plug in valuable information” (Greengard
(2011), as cited in Zhao & Zhu, 2014, p.417). The number of academic articles dealing with
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crowdsourcing is considerably small compared to other literature like short reports, letters or
news (Zhao & Zhu, 2014). See et al. (2013) compared the quality of crowdsourced data
contributed by experts and non-experts from the Geo-Wiki crowdsourcing tool for land cover
validation and found out that experts were not always necessarily better than non-experts, only
in one part, namely identifying the land cover type, experts exceeded the non-experts. They
therefore imply that more training possibilities for non-experts should be provided in order to
raise their accuracy (See et al., 2013). Technological aspects and implications are very
important to the use of crowdsourcing, which has been identified by (Newell, Pembroke, &
Boyd, 2012) when they created a prototype of a crowdsourcing application to track cane toads
in Australia. However, their main problem has not been of a technological nature but has been
the resistance of the managers towards the use of the method. The managers showed concern
about the public nature of technology, the non-expert role in data collection and data
ownership. Hence it is suggested that a cultural change is necessary in order to create an
environment that accepts the shifting relationship between authority, knowledge and expertise
(Newell et al., 2012), which leads back to Ulrich Beck’s concept of reflexive modernity (1992)
which will be elaborated in more detail in the theoretical framework section 4.2.

3.4 Motivations to Participate in On-site Programs
What motivates volunteers to take part in on-site research, has been studied project-specific
by a number of scholars (Sin, 2009; Wearing, 2001). Wearing (2001) came up with seven
categories of motivation, which are considered fitting for this study. The categories include
altruism, travel/adventure, personal growth, cultural exchange/learning, professional
development, the YCI programme and right time/right place. Altruism is referred to as the
desire to relate things to a certain level of idealism such as saving the world or giving something
back, travel/adventure relates to ‘the excitement of travel and/or the adventure of going to new
places and meeting new people’ and personal growth stands in direct relation to the
participants’ desire for personal learning on a cultural or scientific level. These three categories
seem to be very likely for laypersons engaging in cetacean research. Cultural
exchange/learning is defined as the experience of local communities, including the sense of
sharing the experience with others and professional development highlights. The sixth
category is specifically aimed at the studied project and will therefore vary from study to study.
Finally, the seventh category talks about the right time/right place where a number of personal
circumstances led the volunteers towards exactly this project.
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3.5 Motivations to Participate in Crowdsourcing
The reasons for people to participate in crowdsourcing projects have been studied by a few
scholars (Brabham, 2012; Kaufmann, Schulze, & Veit, 2011), but never specifically for
cetacean crowdsourcing projects. However, Brabham (2010) revealed that a number of the
same intrinsic and extrinsic factors can be applicable for different crowdsourcing projects.
Although unique motivating factors for every single project can be found as well, there always
seems to be a common ground why people participate in crowdsourcing (Kaufmann et al.,
2011). Intrinsic factors are factors who emerge ‘from within’, whereas extrinsic factors ‘come
from outside’ with the possibility to make money being the main extrinsic factor (Brabham,
2012). Kaufmann et al. (2011) developed a model to assess worker’s motivation to take part
in crowdsourcing. The model can be found in Figure 3. They described it as the following: “The
developed model for worker’s motivation in crowdsourcing environments is clearly separated
by intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and structured in the five motivation categories Enjoyment
Based Motivation, Community Based Motivation, Immediate Payoffs, Delayed Payoffs, and
Social Motivation’ (Kaufmann et al., 2011).

Figure 3: A model for worker’s motivation in crowdsourcing as in Kaufmann et al. (2011)

Even though Kaufmann et al. (2011) focus on financially rewarding crowdsourcing systems, a
number of identified motivations might be relevant for cetacean projects. Especially aspects
from the categories. ‘Social and community based motivation,’ seem to be likely. Further
research needs to be conducted on what role the conservation aspect; the ‘feeling of doing
something good’ can be a driving motivator. It is assumed that the greater good and the nature
of the task itself, namely contributing the protection of these flagship species, replace the
financial motivation as the key driving force. So far, the few studies which were conducted on
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crowdsourcing motivation were mainly of quantitative nature and only Brabham conducted a
couple of qualitative studies (Brabham, 2010). Therefore, the research scope overall is rather
limited and more research needs to be conducted if the crowdsourcing phenomenon will
continue and grow exponentially as it is currently doing.

3.6 Public Involvement in Cetacean Research, Examples
Only a few academic articles address citizen science and cetacean research. To involve the
public in cetacean research is more difficult than in other research areas simply by its
geographical compounds. Cetaceans live in the ocean, cover large distances and only come
up to the surface for air which makes them considerably hard to study. Thus citizen science
projects have to be developed carefully.

One case where these limiting factors were avoided is the WhaleFM project (Shamir et al.,
2014). It has been established by Zooniverse and Scientific American as a trial and asks citizen
scientists to match recorded whale calls online, which helps scientists with large amounts of
data. At the same time a computer system matched the calls as well and the results of the
machine and the public were compared in an article. Results showed that the computer method
was more accurate than the humans. Nevertheless, both methods were identified as promising
methods for the analysis of large datasets of whale sounds (Shamir et al., 2014).

Furthermore, the Pacific Whale Foundation is going to launch the application Match My Whale
in the hope that the online tool will be more effective than current methods such as manually
searching for a match or complicated computer softwares (Stack, Currie, Swabb, Kaufman, &
Martinez, 2015)

‘Match My Whale was developed in 2014 and in currently in beta. We received a grant from the
Australian Marine Mammal Centre to determine if crowdsourcing is a more efficient and more accurate
matching mechanism for humpback whale photo-ID catalogs. The aim of this website is to allow large
collections of humpback whale photo-ID images from Australia to be analyzed by citizen scientists.
Pacific Whale Foundation has donated their catalog for East Australia, and the Centre for Whale
Research donated their photo catalog for West Australia. We also encourage members of the Australian
public to upload their humpback whale fluke photos for comparison. By crowdsourcing, we can match
fluke photographs in these catalogs against themselves, each other and newly uploaded photographs’
(“Match My Whale,” n.d.).

The application provides a new innovative step towards an international use of one humpback
catalogue (Stack et al., 2015) and could be of significance for the whale watching industry, if
travel routes of whales and dolphins change due to climate change or other environmental
factors (Meynecke, 2014). Another application with a comparable core purpose as Match My
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Whale is Whale Trails. This application is directly targeting whale enthusiast or tourists on
whale watching vessels and makes use of the still advancing technology of smartphones
(Meynecke, 2014). Due to the fact that both applications have just recently been introduced,
their implications are not yet known, but it is good to acknowledge the fact that a growing
number of cetacean researchers consider citizen science as a valuable resource for whale and
dolphin conservation.

The high value of citizen science based data collection becomes evident in two studies that
investigate data collected by participants on whale watching cruises conducted in Iceland and
Australia (Bruce et al., 2014; Higby, Stafford, & Bertulli, 2012). Particularly for on-site,
presence-only data citizen scientists can be very useful and should not be underestimated
(Higby et al., 2012). In terms of the study conducted in Australia about the spatial-temporal
distribution of humpback whales based on pod composition, the data collected during the
whale watching tours was the only available data, so without the citizen scientists this study
could not have been conducted and the article could not have been written. Although, the
authors would have preferred expert data, because they had to calculate a bias in their
research, the research outcome provided useful insights (Bruce et al., 2014).

3.7 Summary of Literature Review
As the literature review showed, citizen science although being a quite indistinct topic, is a very
current issue in many different areas like conservation. With the development of crowdsourcing
projects, new ways to involve the public have been established and used successfully. Citizens
proved to be capable data collectors and potential for scientific purposes and education is
attested to citizen science projects, but actually little is known about social implications.
Members of the public can be motivated to take part in citizen science projects by a large
variety of aspects. In the following chapter, different concepts of citizen science itself will be
discussed, out of which the theoretical framework for this study will develop.
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4 Theoretical Framework

‘I was so enthusiastic when I saw them
and really excited of course!’ (Nienke)
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This section will outline the theoretical framework of this research project and will illustrate how
the theories will help to answer the proposed research questions. Overall, the study is of an
exploratory nature. It investigates citizen science as a potential bridge between science and
the public. By looking at the two main theoretical takes on citizen science, one originating from
sociology the other being more of a natural science nature, the theoretical foundations of
citizen science are outlined. The different values of citizen science (scientific, educational,
social and policy related values) as provided by the Science Communication Unit, University
of the West of England, Bristol for the European Environmental Agency (2013) are adapted
and provide the frame where all the puzzle pieces of information come together and form a
complete picture at the end. This picture helps to shed light onto the citizen science landscape
in relation to cetacean research. Hereby the possible contrasts in experiences, expectations
and ideas between scientists and participants are highlighted to investigate the relationship
between science, public and citizen science further and then help to identify the outcomes of
these projects for both sides– part of that may be different definitions of success and benefits.

A multidisciplinary study approach was chosen because of the great variety of citizen science
projects out there, therefore it was considered necessary to take different study areas into
account where required. Due to the fact that the topic has not yet been researched in this
context, every part will share an exploratory baseline. The sociological entanglements of
citizen science as described by Beck (1992) and Irwin (1995) will support the approach for the
data collection, findings and the resulting analysis. It enables this research to be put into the
broader discussion of citizens, science, policy making and environmental problems.

4.1 Citizen Science and Context Suitability
However, first it is necessary to take a look at citizen science as a concept itself and whether
the context of cetacean research is suitable for a citizen science involvement and where its
strength and weaknesses lie. Two main notions upon citizen science are considered here.
Irwin’s more complex sociological notion which will be outlined in a separate paragraph and
the more straight forward and simple notion of public participation in scientific research is
introduced and utilized e.g. by Bonney et al. (2009). Both notions were introduced to the world
around the same time and therefore, it is argued that citizen science could almost be
considered a discipline in its own right (Science Communication Unit, University of the West
of England, Bristol, 2013). Making citizen science a separate research discipline is maybe
going too far because citizen science is always related to other disciplines and it does not
seem feasible to look at this phenomenon without the context in which the project is embedded.
But what is most striking about Bonney’s short definition of citizen science is that it is only
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about the activity of data collection itself. It does not specify how citizen involvement should
look like or by what scientific means in this context. Does it mean that it has to be controlled
by scientists or only follow a purpose which is labelled as scientific? All other aspects which
are playing an important role such as the society, or the citizen him or herself are neglected.
Hence this take only on citizen science is not considered appropriate for this research because
it would leave out the parts mentioned, which might be relevant for this study.

Furthermore, it is important to also take a look at the context suitability of cetacean research
for citizen science. Gommerman and Monroe (2015) looked at evaluations of different citizen
science projects and defined eight attributes which would make a research project ideally
suitable for a citizen science involvement. Figure 4 lists these eight points.

Figure 4: Attributes of research projects ideally suited for citizen science adapted from Gommerman and
Monroe (2015, p.2)

These eight points help to categorize and assess the suitability of the different citizen science
projects that currently exist in the world of cetacean research and conservation. Interestingly,
these attributes are solely referring to methodological and scientific aspects and leave out the
social properties. From this perspective citizen scientists are seen as a tool for research, while
remaining silent on people’s interests and motivation. In this study the citizens’ interest and
motivation to take part in a citizen science project are added to the list of attributes and are
one more reason why this study is taking Irwin’s take on citizen science into account. But
before outlining Irwin, it is important to illustrate the change within society as proposed by
Ulrich Beck in order to gain the necessary background information.
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4.2 Reflexive Modernity
Although early forms of citizen science have been existing for hundreds of years and amateur
naturalists played an important role, especially in ecology/zoology (Star & Griesemer, 1989),
the term citizen science has only been on the rise for a few decades. An explanation for this
development and change in society can be found in Ulrich Beck’s concept of reflexive
modernity. Beck and Lau (2005) argue that we are currently no longer living in a so called first
modernity where a configuration of institutions confirmed and supported each other, such as
the nation-state, the system of industrial relations and unquestioned science. This way of
thinking was followed by strict boundaries between categories of human beings, things and
activities and drew boundaries between modes of activities and ways of living, therefore it was
possible to assign areas of authority and responsibility explicitly. The either/or principle was
prominent. We tried to make (not always successfully) a clear distinction between, for example;
us or them, war or peace, work or leisure and facts or values, which encouraged stereotypical
thinking. About 30 years ago we started and still are moving towards a second or reflexive
modernity where the either/or principle changes to the both/and principle e.g. knowledge and
not knowledge, nature and society, organization and the market, war and peace. Where we
previously made a clear distinction between what is knowledge and what is not knowledge, we
do not say that anymore, it depends on the context and who is looking at it. Or the nature and
society example, in former time nature apparently was seen independently from society but
today nature and society are interconnected, nature is influenced by society and vice versa.
Therefore, categories and lines become blurred and mixed which can result in problems for
decision making processes which are based on assumptions from first modernity (Beck & Lau,
2005). One other characteristic of the risk society are manufactured uncertainties, which imply
uncertainties are man-made and if we find a solution to it that normally leads us to more
uncertainties. Therefore, society is forced to change their way of thinking (Beck, 1992).

Fischer (2000) analyzes this shift in society in relation to risk perception and addresses the
issue of society as no longer trusting scientific decisions or risk numbers and rather reflecting
upon the proposed risk numbers themselves, taking their own experience into account. The
concept of reflexive modernity applied to citizen science explains the interest of laypersons in
scientific research and even draws reflexive modernity one step further, because people are
no longer ‘just’ reflecting, but actually taking action by taking part in a research and creating
their own knowledge.
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4.3 Irwin’s Citizen Science
Alan Irwin, currently a professor at the Copenhagen Business School, published the very first
book about citizen science in 1995 (SCU, 2013). In that book, he introduced citizen science as
an alternative paradigm for science. He agreed with Beck that in a post-modern society there
is no longer unquestionable trust in science and technology. Therefore, he explored what
changes and use of expertise are required to develop a more sustainable society and he found
an answer in citizen science. For him citizen science is not only the participation in scientific
research but a dialogue between local and scientific expertise. Particularly environmental
issues provide a common ground where scientists and citizens can meet. Contextual
knowledge of citizens nowadays informs citizen science because the public has more control
over their lives and the environment they are living in than ever. Environmental threats trigger
the accumulation of knowledge within laypersons. Irwin suggested to ‘free the voices’ (Irwin,
1995) of the public and democratize science and technology. The public’s knowledge and
scientific knowledge can potentially complement each other. This knowledge beyond scientific
expertise is referring to lay, local or traditional knowledge. He illustrates this with a number of
case studies from various fields, ranging from dealing with BSE (the mad cow disease) towards
asbestos contamination. By involving the public, new possibilities for policy makers on how to
deal with risk and uncertainty emerge, but with an open discourse comes self-critique, selfawareness and reflexivity about limitations and uncertainty (Irwin, 1995). This might lead to
counter-expertise which connects back to Beck’s notion of reflexive modernity. The overall
development of citizen science is a process led by moves and counter-moves (Irwin, Jensen,
& Jones, 2013).

Even though the book was written 20 years ago, the issues raised and the transdisciplinary
concept introduced, are more appropriate than ever (Mowat, 2011; SCU, 2013). Environmental
threats are more pressing and multiple citizen science projects are developing by the minute.
However, those developments are not necessarily successful or accepted by the scientific
community (Irwin et al., 2013). Even though the notion of citizen science is widely embraced,
there is a question as to whether this is to the extent that Irwin and others envisioned, which
thus includes the type of democratizing effects associated with it. But little is known about the
social science side of it. As mentioned before most scientific papers solely target issues related
to data, methodology and possible potential of the citizen science project, but neglect other
aspects which are connected to citizen science (SCU, 2013). Irwin himself highlights the
importance of lay, local and traditional knowledge but this ideal of alternative knowledge
practices seems to exclude or neglect tourists or people who are not familiar with the research
area. Due to the fact that citizen science projects are not only attended by locals or indigenous
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people, one has to wonder if not another distinct kind of knowledge exists that is, for example,
possessed by tourists or daily visitors to an area. Therefore, I add to the lay, local and
traditional knowledge, a fourth type of knowledge, what I will call from now on as travel
knowledge. It refers to the knowledge tourists gained through their travel, where they maybe
encountered similar projects or situations which are then transferable upon the specific citizen
science case. All these distinct parts of knowledge can be summarized as participatory
knowledge.

With Irwin’s concept of citizen science being transdisciplinary I hope to open up the whole
citizen science discussion from the scientists’ and the participants’ side. However, to organize
my analysis and connect it to existing discussions I introduce the different realms of citizen
science below, based on ECU (2013) and Riesch and Potter’s (2014) work. I decided to
combine their work into these four realms, because I believe I can incorporate all important
sides that might influence citizen science programs and therefore it provides a useful
framework for my research.

4.4 The Four Realms of Citizen Science
The following four realms are adjusted from the different areas of value of citizen science as
explained by the Science Communication Unit, University of the West of England, Bristol in the
9th edition of Science for Environmental Policy In-depth Report: Environmental Citizen Science
(2013). By no means am I intending to present four static categories here with strict
boundaries, moreover have I intended to create flexible realms which might be interchangeable
occasionally and give credit to the blurry nature of citizen science. Nevertheless, a distinction
can be made between the scientific, educational, social and policy related realm. The following
paragraphs explain the characteristics of the different realms. Next to the report mentioned
above, the work of Potter and Riesch (2014) who looked into scientists’ perceptions of citizen
science, influenced the four realms. Potter and Riesch interviewed scientists who were
involved in a specific citizen science project. Their research outcomes resulted in three
dimensions: The ethical, the epistemological and the methodological dimension. These
dimensions are considered equally important for this research and are therefore incorporated
within the realms.

4.4.1 Scientific Realm
The scientific realm is, as the title suggests, related to the scientific side and perception of
citizen science. How can scientists make sure that the data is of the highest integrity possible
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or at least that it fulfills a certain level of quality so it can be used in a valuable way? If low
quality data of cetacean monitoring data is widely used, wrong estimates of population trends
could be made whereas data of high quality if only used occasionally might lead to a missed
opportunity to understand cetacean populations, migrations and ecosystem health more
broadly (SCU, 2013). Scientists developed a wide range of ways to deal with the issues of data
quality and validity. But still it is a major concern for most scientists, although some are
personally not that concerned as Potter and Riesch (2014) found out. Scientists are worried
about the perception in the scientific community e.g. when it comes down to peer reviewing
their articles, which were based on citizen science work. Given the fact that data quality is a
central aspect of every citizen science program it is crucial for the program’s success and
should be a prominent aspect in research upon citizen science even though it has been
downgraded as a back issue in the social science literature on citizen science (Riesch & Potter,
2014).

4.4.2 Educational Realm
Second the educational realm which is mainly targeting participants and their opportunities of
knowledge generation. Within cetacean research and conservation this could mean an
increased understanding of the species and its habitat, but also increase the understanding
how science works (SCU, 2013). It is important to highlight the amount of knowledge that is
actually transferred depends on the pre-knowledge of the participant. Through informal and
formal ways of learning, participants can gain deeper knowledge of scientific problem-solving
and scientific literacy and develop their creative skills. Environmental education through handson experience might promote connection to and appreciation for nature. Even though
technology might enable a broader mass to learn, it also might reduce the level of engagement,
because a personal connection between the users and project owners is not necessarily
established (Roy et al., (2012) as cited in SCU, 2013). Unfortunately the Science
Communication Unit (2013) only talks about educational benefits for participants. In this study
however, it is argued that scientists do also go through a process of learning, while working or
cooperating with citizen scientists, might it be via creating new tools to ensure data
validity/quality or while engaging with the citizens themselves on a social level. This goes hand
in hand with the social realm and is one example for the aforementioned impracticality of
keeping the realms totally separated. The following paragraph will outline the social realm and
directly connect it to the educational realm.
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4.4.3 Social Realm
The social realm incorporates both, the scientists’ and the citizen scientists’ aspects. If
scientists have to engage with participants, they automatically improve their social skills, learn
how to deal with different personalities and explain scientific outcomes in a more
understandable and comprehensible way. In return, scientists might receive more recognition
for their work which can have a positive and stimulating effect upon themselves. Overall citizen
science has the potential to bring science, nature and society closer together and to increase
the environmental awareness of participants and create a sense of ownership within them
(Gollan et al., 2012). The discrepancy between science and the public can be overcome for a
moment if people work on a project for a common goal and a team feeling arises. Further, the
experiences the participants have during a project might lead to a change in attitude and
behavior, although these changes might be very difficult to measure (SCU, 2013). Ethical
issues circulating around the use of public data and the use of the public itself can arise.
Members of the public are co-producers and co-owners of the data (Riesch & Potter, 2014).
Hence participants have a valid stake in the data, the research outcomes and it can be put into
question whether their contribution should be credited somewhere or not. Finally, reducing the
costs with the help of citizen scientists involves a better use of public money (SCU, 2013) at
least for the cetacean projects which are publicly funded and ideally speaking, if less money is
needed for already funded projects, opportunities should arise for projects that are not funded
yet.

4.4.4 Policy Realm
This brings us to the fourth and overall maybe more hidden realm, the policy realm. Citizen
science can provide evidence to support regulatory compliance and inform policymaking on
the one hand side and on the other hand give citizens the opportunity to address environmental
issues (SCU, 2013). Roy et al. (2012 as cited in SCU, 2013) suggest that by viewing citizens
as only data collectors, their potential to provide valuable evidence to underpin policy may
have been underestimated. Next to that, members of the public might be especially useful
when it comes to meeting data collection targets or if frequent sampling is required (Delaney
et al., 2008) which is often the case within long-term cetacean studies. According to Irwin
(2006) Europe is shifting towards a new form of scientific governance involving public dialogue
and engagement. If that is the case and new forms of scientific governance and more
participatory forms of democracy develop, informed citizens will be more important than ever
and the potential influence of citizen science upon policy making will increase. After all, citizens
are the voters and voters are the first instance in deciding who is leading the country and in
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which direction. It comes down to something as simple as that. It should therefore be accepted
that citizens as well as scientists can be the driving force for scientific research and policy
debate (SCU, 2013).

4.5 Experience of Participants
All four realms are influenced by the scientists on the one side and the citizens on the other
side. How the scientists are impacting the different realms has already been taken into account,
by incorporating Riesch and Potters’ (2014) dimensions of the scientist’s point of view into the
applicable realm. For the citizens who are participating in a citizen science program however,
nothing comparable like the dimensions for scientists which would give all the different types
of involvement justice, could be found. Hence to look at the participants’ experience was
considered the most suitable alternative, because experiences would most likely deliver
insights for all four realms and could be easily compared to the experts’ perceptions. In the
light of the everyday example which will be studied, it was decided to look closer into the
experience as a tourist. ‘The tourist experience, or what people experience as tourists, is
unique to the individual; thus there are as many forms of tourist experiences as there are
tourists’ (Sharpley & Stone, 2012). Therefore, in order to be able to study and analyze tourist
experiences, it is necessary to conceptualize them (Sharpley & Stone, 2012). For this study
the dolphin model (Figure 5) introduced by Prat and Aspiunza (2012) was applied. The model
consists out of three stages and can be explained the following:

‘The launch stage includes three sub-stages: dreaming and planning; commitment (sometimes
‘booking’) and anticipation stage. Subsequently, the ‘immersion stage’ includes two sub-stages. The first
of these, the ‘ongoing’ sub-stage, is not always a synonym of ‘en route’ or ‘en voyage’. Rather, it is a
phase of the experience in which the tourist is emotionally ready. He or she makes headway in the
sense that they are prepared for the transition from planning to acting and feeling the essence of the
travel experience. The second sub-stage in the ‘immersion’ stage is engagement (involvement), and is
at the heart of the tourist experience cycle. The engagement stage involves both behavior and feelings
or emotions. It implies occupation, involvement and enthrallment; that is to say, a feeling of great liking
for something wonderful (the experience) during the trip. Finally, the reinterpretation and evaluation
stage, in which the tourist evaluates the extent of meaningful experiences and satisfaction, closes the
circle. It equips tourists with reasons for continuing being engaged or not with the experience’ (Prat &
Aspiunza, 2012).

Experiences are expected to be highly influenced by emotions because as Jacobs, Vaske, &
Roemer (2012, p.5) pointed out ‘emotions play a key role in our experiences with and our
responses to wildlife.’ Emotions were considered influential for this study, based on findings
by Ryan DeMares (2000), who analyzed seven narratives on human-cetacean encounters.
Encounters like this can function as emotional triggers (Jacobs, Fehres, & Campbell, 2012) for
very different reaction and experience by the participants. No matter what, the whole story of
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the emotional journey can be expressed by a narrative. Furthermore, it is of interest for the
researcher to investigate to what extent the fact that cetaceans are flagship species is playing
a role for the participants, on an emotional level if they work as emotional stimuli. In order to
be able to measure the relevance of cetaceans as emotional stimuli, five dimensions (Novelty,
valence, goals, agency and norms) from Jacobs et al. will be borrowed. “These appraisals
evaluate situations as follows: Is there anything new (novelty), is it relevant (valence), are there
consequences (goals), can I cope (agency), and is it normatively significant (norms)? (Sander
et al., 2005 as cited in Jacobs et al, 2012).” Although these emotion theories are based on real
human-cetacean encounters, it is assumed that they are also relevant for online interaction to
some extent since known cetacean crowdsourcing applications are including visual stimuli and
try to make the whales and dolphins as accessible, as human as possible for laypersons
(“Whale and Dolphin Conservation,” n.d.).

Figure 5: Dolphin model as in Prat and Aspiunza (2012, p.22)
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4.6 Graphical Representation of Theoretical Framework
All four realms of citizen science and their entanglements between each other and the relation
to scientists and citizens are illustrated in Figure 6. It also gives a summary of the overall
theoretical framework of this study.

Figure 6: Theoretical framework
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5 Methodology
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5.1 Analysis Strategy
Three steps were considered as a suitable methodology for this study and overall a qualitative
research design was the basis for this study. Desk research, expert and participant interviews,
a small survey as well as active participation and observation helped to look at the citizen
science development within cetacean research and its effects upon the environmental
awareness of participants. The three steps included first an online research and categorization
to define a range of citizen science projects out there and establish a baseline for the second
and third step. Second a case study from the inverse took place, where I took part in a citizen
science project myself to gain the needed experience for this study, interview participants,
observe and actively participate. Finally to be able to put the findings of the empirical case
study into the broader perspective of the citizen science landscape involved in cetacean
research, experts were asked for their opinions on the topic. Figure 7 illustrates the research
process.

Online
inventory

Case study
from the
inverse

Expert
interviews

Figure 7: Methodology

5.1.1 Online Inventory
During the online inventory the aim was to establish a range of citizen science projects
involving cetacean research that had already been established. All projects or offers that were
framed as whale watching were neglected on purpose since even though citizen science by
its definition is a fuzzy term, it still shares a research purpose, whereas whale watching can be
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purely for entertainment. Nowadays so many whale watching offers exist, that including whale
watching in the project would have exceeded the size of a master thesis. The range was
established with the help of search engines such as Google, social media groups involved in
cetacean conservation and offers by companies like Earthwatch and recommendations from
email contacts with marine biologists and people working in the field. After the range of projects
were identified, exemplary projects were categorized in order to gain more knowledge on their
ways of public engagement, knowledge generation, outreach and roles of the scientists and
citizen scientists themselves. This served as the thematic baseline for exploring the citizen
science development further in step two and three.

5.1.2 Case Study
The second part combined active participation, observations and participant interviews. In
order to identify a suitable case study, the adapted version of Wood and Coghlan’s (n.d.)
definitions of marine research tourism were applied to the range of projects identified in step
one. Marine research tourism is thus defined as, “a type of tourism that involves some level of
research [and it is] a form of marine ecotourism whereby marine research is an important part
of the tourism attraction and there is an opportunity for paying tourists and/or paying volunteers
to be actively involved in marine research activity” (Wood & Coghlan, n.d., p.1). This definition
was considered applicable to all cetacean research projects that involve tourists to some
extent, but excluded the possibility of tourists being involved in cetacean research through web
based application or other possible technological developments in the future. For this study
the contribution through applications while being on vacation was therefore added to the term
marine research tourism.

The research camps offered by Morigenos-Slovenian Marine Mammal Society were identified
as a suitable case study. The marine mammal society ‘is an independent, scientific, non-profit,
non-governmental organization that combines scientific research, monitoring, education,
public awareness, capacity building and management, to achieve effective conservation of the
marine environment and biodiversity’ (“Morigenos - O nas,” n.d.). They are situated in Piran,
Slovenia directly on the Adriatic coast, as Figure 8 shows.
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Figure 8: Location Piran (“Piran,” n.d.)

Morigenos has been running dolphin research camps yearly since 2003. In these camps
laypersons, against a fee, get a chance to participate and help in the everyday business of a
dolphin research institute. Participants normally stay for a total of 10 days and help with
fieldwork, photo identification and whatever tasks are due. In return they are provided with
scientific lectures, guidance, training and supervision. Accommodation is at the research base
and all meals and some excursions to local sites are provided (“Morigenos - O nas,” n.d.). In
2015, Morigenos is cooperating with the Earthwatch Institute for the first time, which might
change the research camps a little bit because the Earthwatch Institute is a company acting
globally, reaching a broader audience, which might attract very different people compared to
before, but the overall set-up seems to stay the same (“Tailing Dolphins in the Adriatic Sea,”
n.d.). The institute agreed to facilitate me with access to scientists and citizen scientists at the
same time.

An interview guide for semi-structured interviews with the participants (see Appendix I) was
created and a narrative design was chosen as the underlying principle for all interviews
conducted in this research. The research took place during a citizen science program between
the 12th of July and the 26th of July 2015. While joining this program, the participants were
presented with the same small questionnaire at the beginning and end of the project (see
Appendix II) to determine the effects the project itself had upon them. Next to that, the
participants were interviewed in a semi-structured manner after at least half of the project’s
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duration. Thus, the semi-structured interviews shared a narrative design. A narrative approach
was considered beneficial here, because it was anticipated that the scientists’ specific
experiences would vary to a great extent depending on their projects’ design and according to
Jovchelovitch and Bauer (2000), “There is no human experience that cannot be expressed in
the form of a narrative” (Conceptual Issues, para1) and with the help of their experiences all
other research questions could be answered. Technically speaking narrative interviewing
techniques do not traditionally consist out of semi-structured interviews (Jovchelovitch &
Bauer, 2000), but since it was not entirely sure how open the scientists would be with their
stories and how fruitful the interviews would be, the semi-structured design could be seen as
a back-up plan if the initial narrative question failed to deliver. All interviews with the
confirmation of the interviewee were recorded and transcribed later on. Afterwards they were
analyzed and coded with the help of the computer software f4analyse. A thematic analysis
where “the emphasis is on the content of the text” (Riessman, 2004, p.2) was performed.

Besides the interviews, I actively participated in the program myself; it enabled me to
experience and understand the overall process better and created trust between the
interviewer and the interviewee. This seemed to put interviewees at ease so that they were not
facing any shyness or concerns during the interviews. Furthermore, an active participation
proof to be beneficial during the interview analysis because it provided a better understanding
for the situations the researchers and participants were facing.

5.1.3 Expert Interviews
The third step targeted experts involved in cetacean citizen science programs. Via the online
research in step one the main citizen science projects involved in whale and dolphin
conservation and research were identified and scientists involved in these were contacted
through email or through my personal contacts I had made during step one and two. Purposive
sampling was chosen here in order to access a variety of projects. If the expert was willing to
be interviewed, a semi-structured interview (see Appendix III) was conducted. The interviews
lasted between 20 and 48 minutes and were conducted in English and German. Due to budget
restrictions and the locations of the experts which ranged from New Zealand to the East coast
of Canada, the interviews were conducted via the program Skype, except the interviews with
researchers from the Slovenian research camp and a project in Sweden which could take place
face-to-face. Two interviewee recruitments also happened through snowball sampling. Since
scientists at the research institutes and projects were normally quite busy and not easy to
access if they were out on the water for field work, the recruitment process faced difficulties
which could be faced through flexibility and a longer time span than originally planned.
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Additionally, if a personal interview was not possible, scientists expressed their more general
thought upon the topic through email. It was decided that saturation was reached after 14
contributions by scientists. A pre-written interview guide for the semi-structured interviews as
created with a focus on the set-up process and experience of the researchers working with
citizen scientists. The analysis of the interviews followed the same methods as in the second
step (all interviews with the confirmation of the interviewee were recorded and transcribed later
on. Afterwards they were analyzed and coded with the help of the computer software f4analyse
in the same manner as the participant interviews). Throughout the analysis, the four realms of
citizen science provided the necessary framework and all the information gathered and
analyzed in these interviews delivered data for every realm. This part of the research did not
focus on a specific case but rather aimed at providing an overview across the citizen science
landscape involved in cetacean research and conservation.

Finally, once the data had been analyzed so far, the results of the empirical case study were
put into the perspective of the scientific, educational, social and policy related realms. Within
this process the findings were compared, contrasted and analyzed so that the different effects
of citizen science programs could emerge and more could be learned about the relationship
between science, citizen science and the public. At the end factors to make a citizen science
program beneficial and successful were derived from the findings.
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6 Findings and Analysis

‘This is the most impressive foto of a humpback whale
made in Husavik, Iceland. In hindsight I only realized
how impressive it was and how close we got. It was
exciting and impressive. I was amazed that animals of
this size exist and swim around the oceans.’
(Annemarie)
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This chapter illustrates the research findings and the analysis of the results. First the findings
of the online inventory are outlined and categorized, followed by ethnographic background
information of the participants and experts interviewed. The findings and experiences of the
empirical case study in Slovenia are used to qualify, inform and question the conclusions drawn
from the expert interviews.

6.1 Online Inventory
In order to answer the first research question RQ 1: What possibilities are ‘out there’ for a
regular citizen to personally engage with cetacean research and conservation outside of
captivity? A web-audit has been conducted. It is important to point out here that the research
question was raised out of curiosity and the need to define a range for this study. It is not
intended to take a stand-point in the current captivity debate and does not reflect or relate to
the authors personal view. Further, this study does not make the claim to list all existing
possibilities, but rather give a range of possibilities for the interested citizen. Whale watching
activities, defined as ‘air, boat or land tours, with some commercial aspect, to see or listen to
any of the 84 species of whale, dolphin or porpoise’ (Hoyt, 2007) are not incorporated in this
range, because on the one hand side it is probably the most obvious possibility and on the
other hand side it does not automatically follow a cetacean research or conservation purpose
and to make a distinction between ‘worthy’ whale watching activities and ‘non-worthy’ activities
would exceed the size of this study and is not the point of focus here. While on-site
involvements between scientists and citizens are only listed, I felt the need to investigate online
involvement, where not always a direct interaction between the scientist and the citizen is
taking place, more thoroughly and categorized five example projects, because the literature
available was limited.

While conducting the web-audit, the citizen science projects were also tested for context
suitability by applying Monroe and Gommermann’s (2015) attributes of context suitability,
including the two additional attributes which were added by the researcher. Unfortunately it
turned out the latter could not be researched sufficiently with only a web-audit. For the rest the
world of citizen science and cetacean research seems to embody all criteria and therefore
should be a perfect match.



Data collection is labor intensive





Data are collected from field situations





Quantitative measurements/observations are needed
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Protocols are well designed and easy to learn and execute





Spatial and/or temporal extents





Internet-accessible data submission and results acquisition are possible





Guide materials and/or professional assistance are available





Large data sets are needed





The public has a genuine interest in the research topic

?



People are actively recruited and are motivated to take part

?

As for on-site involvement in research, numerous
research

institutes

offer

a

broad

range

of

possibilities for interested citizens. Internship and
volunteer programs are available for those who are
able to donate more time (often at least three
months). Usually those positions are unpaid and
interns/volunteers have to cover their own living
expenses. If a citizen has only a short amount of
time available and would like to spend e.g. his or her
vacation time at a research base, possibilities exist
to join so called research camps or excursions for at
least a week. One can book a spot either directly
through the operating institute or at specialized
travel agencies or providers like the Earthwatch
Institute. For some research projects it is not
required to sign up somewhere, simply calling or
submitting a form online in case one has seen a
cetacean is enough. Sometimes projects like the
HAKU project (Harbor Porpoises around Kullaberg)
Figure 9: Observation point for hikers in
Kullaberg, Sweden

in Sweden enable people to contribute sightings onsite within one day during their Sunday hike. In those

cases a direct interaction between scientist and citizen is not occurring, too, but might happen
in the aftermath if the scientist requires more information and the citizen left any contact details.

If it comes down to conservation efforts, multiple ways, online and offline can be followed.
Simply starting with behavior change in everyday life like reducing plastic waste and following
boating guidelines while encountering cetaceans in the wild, voting for a green party, from
reaching out to friends and family to raise their environmental awareness towards actively
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advocating animal rights, joining societies and contributing monetarily. Especially online
forums, petitions or blogs are an easy and fast way to raise public awareness and engage with
society.

6.1.1 Online Research
As mentioned above, it has been considered essential for this study to investigate the existing
online involvement further by conducting a web-audit and categorizing relevant web-based
citizen science projects in relation to emerging topics from the literature review. Categories
were chosen based on the previously conducted desk research and eventually five projects
have been analyzed. During the web-audit it became evident that quite some different
initiatives to conserve cetaceans exist, but with some exceptions one really has to either
specifically know what he or she is looking for or search for quite some time online. So it is
unlikely that a person who is not directly looking for a project would stumble across it and
become intrigued. This showed that a lot could be done in terms of online visibility of citizen
science projects.

6.1.2 Categorization of Current Crowdsourcing Projects
To further understand the development of online involvement in cetacean research, five
projects (Figure 10) have been analyzed in more detail. A special focus was hereby lying on
the overall purpose and the scientific legitimation of the projects, the way knowledge is
generated and how citizen scientists are engaged with nature. Further, the role of scientists
and non-scientists have been worked out. Three out of the five projects are still in the
development phase or have been a trial project only, during the time of investigation. Even
though all projects have been launched, there are still parts which are not accessible to the
public yet or require some revising. The following paragraphs introduce the projects and their
meaning in the categorical context as introduced above.

Figure 10: List of categorized projects
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Wild Whales is a research and conservation program of the Vancouver Aquarium, in
collaboration with Fisheries and Oceans Canada the Wild Whales and provides a home for the
Cetacean Sightings Network of British Columbia, Canada (“Wild Whales » About Wild Whales,”
n.d.). Their overall goal is “to increase public awareness of British Columbia’s whales, dolphins,
porpoises and sea turtles, and the threats to their survival” (“Wild Whales » About Wild
Whales,” n.d.). With the data gathered in the network, scientists can get information about the
distribution and abundance of species. Citizen scientists involved in this project report
sightings, while being on the ocean or at the coast and upload the photos or location later on,
so they are in direct interaction with the cetacean, the nature itself. If one is a frequent spotter,
there is also the possibility to record everything in a logbook. Basically the interaction with
nature is a requirement for taking part in the cetacean sightings network. The other possibility
to contribute, according to Wild Whales simply is by learning more about how to minimize the
own impact upon marine mammals. As a reward, participants increase their knowledge, can
engage with conservation easily and help the close to home environment. Moreover, Wild
Whales offers materials to contribute to national outreach during local events. The scientists
use the reported sightings for data interpretation, annual reports for a variety of stakeholders
and a number of research projects. If the scientists of wild whales are not analyzing data, they
are busy with educating the public about cetaceans (“Wild Whales » About Wild Whales,” n.d.).

While Wild Whales is covering every cetacean that is occurring around the waters of British
Columbia, the next two crowdsourcing projects are aiming at the humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae) only. Match My Whale and CARIB Tails are both tracking migration routes of
humpback whales. ‘CARIB Tails is enlisting yachters and cruisers to help track the movements
of humpback whales between their North Atlantic feeding grounds and their breeding grounds
in the Wider Caribbean Region’ (“Home,” n.d.) and Match My Whale was launched for ‘Using
citizen science to assist our researchers with a long-term photo-ID study’ (“Match My Whale a Humpback Whale Fluke Identification Project | Save Our Oceans,” n.d.).

The scientific legitimation for both projects can be found within the unique underside of the
flukes of humpbacks which are unique to every individual, just like human fingerprints.
Therefore it is relatively easy to identify individuals with the help of photographs as it has been
done for decades now. Large databases exist around the world and due to the huge amount
of data, researchers are struggling to keep up with the work load of matching all pictures
(“Home,” n.d., “Match My Whale - a Humpback Whale Fluke Identification Project | Save Our
Oceans,” n.d.). Where CARIB Tails so far asks citizen scientists to upload photos, Match My
Whale plans to ask members of the public to help and participate by “learning how to score the
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quality of a fluke photograph, assign it a category based on the pigmentation pattern, and
search the catalog for other photographs of the same whale” (“Match My Whale - a Humpback
Whale Fluke Identification Project | Save Our Oceans,” n.d.).

The citizen scientists are directly connected to the humpback whale while taking pictures and
learn about conservation and other issues related to the species by engaging with the
crowdsourcing websites and/or trying to match a fluke with others. In this way the nonscientists themselves gain knowledge about humpbacks, their habits, travel patterns etc. and
can contribute to conservation. CARIB Tails credits the photos to the taker (“Home,” n.d.) and
Match My Whale will credit the contributors if new insights are found with his or her help (“Match
My Whale - a Humpback Whale Fluke Identification Project | Save Our Oceans,” n.d.). With
the help of the citizen scientists, both crowdsourcing projects hope to gain more knowledge
about distribution, population size, age, travel paths and other important details which can be
important for the conservation of the humpback whale. Scientists who work on these projects
are still busy with matching photos, but due to the help of the citizen scientists they have more
time for the actual analysis, to keep an overview of all the data and to develop the outreach
program further in case of CARIB Tails (“Home,” n.d., “Match My Whale - a Humpback Whale
Fluke Identification Project | Save Our Oceans,” n.d.).

So far, three crowdsourcing projects have been analyzed who require citizen scientists to
directly engage with the cetacean in order to either report a sighting or take a photo. The two
following projects are utilizing audiovisual data and therefore do not incorporate a direct
cetacean interaction, a direct engagement with nature for the participant. Whale FM and
Orchive are both interested in bringing citizens and whale calls closer (“orchive,” n.d., “Whale
FM: Archive,” n.d.). Orchive is specialized in Killer whales (Orcinus orca). ‘The goal of the
Orchive project is to digitize acoustic data that have been collected over a period of 36 years.
The purpose of this research project is to design mobile and web based interfaces and casual
games to engage citizen scientists to listen to, see, and interact with the vocalizations of orcas’
(“orchive,” n.d.). Overall, one day it should be accessible to researchers around the world to
improve the understanding of acoustic communication of orcas (“orchive,” n.d.) Citizen
scientists are invited to familiarize themselves with the orcas of Johnstone Straight by listening,
reading, seeing and engaging through mini games and recordings. This way they gain
knowledge about the different pods, their habits and especially their way of communicating.
Scientists will use the data collected from the mini games to help train machine learning and
machine training systems to support scientists in classifying whale vocalizations (“orchive,”
n.d.).
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Whale FM was a temporary project initiated by Scientific American and Zooniverse, the world’s
biggest platform for citizen science projects. From 2011 till March 2015, people were asked to
match calls of orcas and pilot whales (G. melas or G. macrorhynchus) to the most similar call
from a range of other recordings (“Whale FM: Archive,” n.d.). So citizen scientists learned more
about whale communication and the different species by playing a game with a purpose.
Scientists were responsible for the supervision online and interpreting the matched calls. Since
the project achieved its goal, there is no more information to be found online (“Whale FM:
Archive,” n.d.).

6.2 Interviews
Below the interview and case study findings are shown and analyzed. First a set of background
information sets the scene for the research, then the general perception of citizen science is
shown, followed by the role of tourism and finally the four realms of citizen science are
informed. Within this part of research, all sub questions are answered, which enables me to
find answers for RQ 2: What are the effects of citizen science upon cetacean research and
conservation? and RQ 3: What factors are important to make citizen science programs for
cetacean research successful and beneficial?.

6.3 Background Information
The following paragraphs provide necessary background information in order to put the
findings into perspective. Demographics of experts and participants are illustrated and more
background information on the empirical case study is given.

6.3.1 Experts
A total number of 14 experts were interviewed. Hereby the term expert refers not only to
scientists working with citizen scientists but to people who have a proven record of experience
with citizen science. Experts were chosen in a purposive manner based on the online inventory
which had been conducted prior and availability of the experts. The aim was to interview
experts from a diverse range of projects world-wide, researching different cetacean species.
Therefore representatives from sighting networks, crowdsourcing projects, cetacean
catalogues, research excursions (in collaboration with or without the Earthwatch Institute),
societies and other citizen science projects were chosen. Projects were located around the
globe ranging from Sweden towards New Zealand, spanning three continents. Due to the
diverse locations, interviews were primarily conducted online or via email in English and
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German. Eight experts were interviewed via the online communication application Skype, three
via email and another three took place face-to-face. Out of the 14 experts four were male and
10 were female, most of them being marine biologists, but one long-term volunteer (over 10
years of experiences) and one travel agent (took part in almost all the excursions she is offering
herself and has extensive volunteering experience) were also included. Interviews conducted
personally lasted between 20 and 45 minutes mainly depending on the availability of the
interviewee. A summary of all citizen science projects interviewed can be found in Appendix
IV.

6.3.2 Empirical Case Study
The empirical case study took place during a research camp in Piran, Slovenia, it lasted ten
days and was hosted by Morigenos, home of the Slovenian Marine Mammal Society in
collaboration with the Earthwatch Institute.

6.3.2.1

Demographics Participants

During the 10 days participants were interviewed and asked to fill in a short questionnaire at
the beginning and end. Further, the participants’ interactions and conversations between each
other or with scientists from Morigenos were observed. A total of five persons attended the
camp and everyone agreed to take part in this study. People came from English speaking
countries only (one Australian, one British and three US Americans) and were between 43 and
81 years old. The three females and two males all hold at least a Master’s degree and all
females were travelling alone, whereas the two males travelled together as friends. From five
participants four work or worked in education. Currently three are retired. For everyone, the
Morigenos research camp was not the first excursion with Earthwatch. Participants had done
at least three excursions prior, one even indicating to have done more than 30 Earthwatch
excursions. In general the participants were very interested, willing to help and seemed to
enjoy talking about their experiences.

6.3.2.2

Observations through Active Participation

Throughout the duration of the research camps I tried to be present, take part in and observe
as much as possible. The goal was to be seen as part of the team so that participants and
scientists would not be intimidated by my presence and would feel free to speak about
everything they wanted to. In particular this seemed to have worked well with the participants
which became evident especially at the end when one participant who was constantly filming,
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was asking everyone for a resume and someone stated that I was part of the team and became
a valuable addition to everything. But also after one or two days people started to ask the
scientists why I would not go with them to do water-based observations on dolphins. This level
of involvement and trust enabled me to witness besides lectures, data collection and entry also
private conversations during dinners, coffee or a drink in the evening, basically all the social
side effects next to the scientific activities. This provided me with a deep insight into all
dimensions of this research camp which is considered essential for an understanding of the
social implications this citizen science project triggers. The pictures below give an impression
how land-based observations looked like.

Figure 11: Land-based observations in Piran, Slovenia

6.3.3 Questionnaire
At the beginning and at the end of the camp, participants were asked to fill in a short
questionnaire which lasted less than five minutes. The participants were presented with four
statements about the marine environment and citizen science and were asked to rate them on
a barometer from not important at all to very important and from not agree at all to very strongly
agree. An open question about personal involvement in cetacean conservation invited the
participants to express their own thoughts and knowledge. The set-up of this questionnaire
was inspired by a study conducted by Foster-Smith and Evans (2003). Comparably to their
study, the participants were asked to fill in the exact same questionnaire at the beginning and
at the end in order to determine whether their citizen science experience at Morigenos changed
their perception of the marine environment, in particular of cetaceans, and citizen science
projects and enriched their knowledge of contribution possibilities towards cetacean
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conservation. Figure 12 shows the results at the beginning and Figure 13 indicates the results
at the end of the camp, hereby every color stands for one participant. From the start everyone
considered protecting the marine environment important for themselves and felt it was at least
important to watch out for cetaceans when visiting the sea shore. All camp participants agreed
that everyone would be capable of contributing towards cetacean research and therefore also
be given the opportunity to do so. Due to the fact that there were only five participants, a
barometer indicator was chosen to be able to assess even small changes in perception or
opinion. When asked what one could personally do to help cetacean conservation one
participant did not write anything, while the rest mentioned education, raising awareness e.g.
via social media, participation in research projects, monetary support and general efforts to
protect the environment. Two participants put their possible contribution opportunities towards
cetacean conservation into broader context of environmental conservation efforts.

Please assess the extent to which you feel a responsibility for protecting the marine
environment?

Not important at all

Very important

Don’t know

 When you visit the seashore, how important is it for you to watch for cetaceans?

Not important at all

Very important

Don’t know

 To what extent do you agree with the following statement ‘everyone no matter how
inexperienced can contribute towards cetacean research in a valuable way?

Not agree at all

Very strongly agree

Don’t know
 To what extent do you agree with the following statement ‘everyone no matter how
inexperienced should be given the opportunity to contribute towards cetacean research
in a valuable way’?

Not agree at all

Very strongly agree

Don’t know
Figure 12: Results questionnaire beginning
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After 10 days, at the end of the camp, the participants were asked to fill in the same
questionnaire to see whether differences would occur and to determine some of the impact the
10 day experience would have. A difference could only be found within two people, all other
three did not change their attitude towards the presented statements. Since one person always
fully agreed and considered everything very important from the beginning, there was no room
on the barometers to enhance all statements more, but this and the other not changing
attitudes still show that the Morigenos Research Camp experience has not had a negative
impact upon the participants. Also the fact that everyone had already done multiple projects
might trigger that these three participants already had a strong attitude towards environmental
and cetacean related issues and a lot of experience with citizen science projects and would
therefore not changed it through one research camp. Nevertheless, in two people the research
camps evoked an alteration, not too big, but still recognizable. The change can be visually
seen by comparing the position of orange and green dots in Figure 12 with the position of the
dots in Figure 13. It is an indicator that the research camp had an impact at least upon two
people. Especially taking into account that one of the participants did already over 30
Earthwatch projects, the participant still agreed stronger after the camp that everyone can
contribute towards cetacean research in a valuable way and considers it more important to
look for cetaceans when visiting the sea shore. The participant with the least Earthwatch
experience feels more responsible for the protection of the marine environment, but on the
other hand is less sure if everyone, no matter inexperienced should be given the opportunity
to contribute towards cetacean research in a valuable way.

Not really a significant difference in the answers of the open question could be found, answers
were almost identically to the beginning or three participants did not fill in the second
questionnaire with the comment that nothing has changed for them which is also shown in the
results above. So according to these results, the participants did not gain any deeper
knowledge in terms of contribution possibilities. Again this should be seen in relation to already
established knowledge through previous experiences.
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 Please assess the extent to which you feel a responsibility for protecting the marine
environment?

Not important at all

Very important

Don’t know

 When you visit the seashore, how important is it for you to watch for cetaceans?

Not important at all

Very important

Don’t know

 To what extent do you agree with the following statement ‘everyone no matter how
inexperienced can contribute towards cetacean research in a valuable way?

Not agree at all

Very strongly agree

Don’t know
 To what extent do you agree with the following statement ‘everyone no matter how
inexperienced should be given the opportunity to contribute towards cetacean research
in a valuable way’?

Not agree at all

Very strongly agree

Don’t know

Figure 13: Results questionnaire end

6.4 General Perception of Citizen Science
The following findings help to give an overview of the general perception of citizen science by
the experts and if those were reflected within the case study. Generally experts shared a
positive attitude towards the idea of citizen science and its potential to bring science and the
public closer together.

‘I think citizen science is typically undervalued by most scientists and that they don't give it enough credit
and if they had, if they take the time to work with the citizens, their science will become much more
valuable in the long run.’ (Interview Expert #9)
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‘It's a very good experience and I think it is something that I wanna use in the future as well. Because I
think it is the very important tool for reaching out to the public. Ohm and also creating a link between
researchers and boring science and lay people.’ (Interview Expert #10)

However, based on negative experiences or problems they had encountered, some words of
warning and concern were expressed e.g. that the original concept of citizen science because
it is so broad, is used in the wrong context with actual no scientific output. Overall, most experts
were very realistic and cautious when it came to the involvement of citizens within their work
and did not, as Riesch and Potter (2014) warned, see the citizen science development too
positive. The same accounted for the participants of the Morigenos Research Camp who
expressed a very down to earth view upon their participation and contribution which was
probably due to the fact that all of them were experienced Earthwatch participants. Whether
the experts really enjoyed engaging with the citizens was a question of personal attitude and
preference.

‘All that said, I am very uncomfortable with the growth of 'citizen science' as a buzzword. It is not a welldefined concept, and many things that I see labeled as this have very little to do with any science.’
(Interview Expert #12)
‘The advent of social media, phone apps, etc. has opened up a lot of doors for citizens science, but not
all those doors lead to places where the data are useful.’ (Interview Expert #13)

The experts were also encourage to talk about their favorite experience. It was sometimes
hard to decide for the scientists what their favorite experience was, but in general it seems to
be valued if they reach out to the participants and realize they have changed something in
them or at least they believe they did. Sharing their love and interest for these animals is
recognized as a positive aspect as well.

‘I think that's when I meet people who are not scientists, but as interested in the topic, harbor porpoises
as I am. So we can meet and share experiences, that we have different starting points.’ (Interview Expert
#10)
‘I am always glad if this AHA-moment happens where people’s eyes are really opened.’ (Interview Expert
#5)

It is also hearing the excitement and enjoyment of people when they see a cetacean which
might result into a personal connection of members of the public with cetaceans which is rated
as positive or if some exciting findings happen through the help of the citizen scientists.

‘The part I love most about my job is how excited people get when they see one, it's just adorable.’
(Interview Expert #1)
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‘Yes, I think that when they see what we do and they get excited by it and they are blown away by what
they see and they really get something out of it that really makes me feel happy.’ (Interview Expert #3)
‘It's tuff I mean recently one of the cool things that has been happening is that we've had a return of
cetaceans to this area that used to have a lot industrial activity in it. There is one humpback whale that
was seen repeatedly in [this area] last year and we were able to kind of track it's small movements
through these sightings that people were sending. And I actually just got a sighting of that exact same
whale almost exactly a year ago to the date a couple of days ago, that it had returned again so that's
pretty cool when we tell people about that they get definitely excited so, so that's probably my favorite
story recently, I would say.’ (Interview Expert #2)

Interestingly, when being asked the opposite, what a negative example for them would have
been, about ¾ did not like to talk about examples being negative, they rather saw it as
shortcomings which are part of the deal, hurdles or challenges to work on e.g. if participants
get hurt. Often apparently it only requires some more explanation and people do understand
what they did wrong or why they could not engage in certain parts of the research. However,
people not knowing what the real purpose of the institute or organization is and wanting to go
out only for simple cetacean watches was seen as a slightly disturbing factor. Further, it gets
tricky if the weather does not allow to go out on the water because then the experts are
responsible to find an alternative program and even though they know how important the
participants are for them, one stated that she gets a bit annoyed if you have to take care of
people instead of doing your work. So all the additional work that is automatically caused by
working with citizen scientists is not really something that is appreciated, although not many
experts mentioned something comparable to that. People might also abuse a phone number
which is meant to report sightings, but again this is not really seen as a problem, rather as a
fact that comes with it.

‘Oh sure, we get calls especially from kids, who think it's really funny 'oh I've got an orca in my bathtub'.
Sometimes drunken boys you know on Friday nights calling us and saying, you know, ohm there is an
orca in the lake.’ (Interview Expert #9)

However, the impression that the additional work which might be caused by citizen scientists
is seen as a burden, could not be confirmed through the observations at Morigenos. Rather
whenever one of the participants was especially interested in a Piran or Slovenia related topic
and required any help, the scientists were always happy to help out, in fact they almost
functioned as tour guides as well throughout the duration of the camp. So it may depend on
the personality of the scientist or on the specific needs of the participant whether additional
work is minded or not.
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Apparently, once the public is engaged in something they would like to know more, but there
are certain dangers which have to be taken into account before making findings public, like too
many people coming to one spot because they know whales are seen often there and they just
love the animals so much that they would go there all the time and potentially disturb the marine
mammal as it was noted by an expert.

‘One of the negatives of feedback that we sometimes receive is that we don't make our data public. And
some people you know sometimes say well I am giving this to you, if I am giving you my sightings, we
are not giving anything back- […] But I would say 99% of the time when we tell to those people the
reason why we don't make our sightings data public.’ (Interview Expert #2)

On a personal level a scientist might be disappointed if the faith and trust he or she put into
people is not rewarded. Nevertheless, no one directly mentioned that you have to trust in
people to do the right thing as a real negative point.

6.4.1 Reasons for Implementation of Citizen Science Projects
Interviewees were asked to tell their founding story in order to determine the initial motivations
for introducing a citizen science project. Research on the one and public awareness and
education on the other side were referred to as important motivators. It is also a possibility for
the scientists to spread the word and gain more support for their work, although that is not a
primary goal. Connecting the human being to nature and the whales was remarked, too and
naturally the monetary aspect is a motivator for a few projects. Two scientists mentioned the
possibility of showing their research results and recognition of their hard work as a positive
side effect. Motivations varied quite a bit between the different types of projects from one
project simply requiring a constant source of funding, via following a role model of another
research institute towards introducing the public to science and the knowledge gained through
their research. Furthermore, some species travel large distances a day and are extremely
difficult to monitor and require a lot of human capital. Therefore citizen scientists can be
valuable in collecting sightings from different points who are e.g. under surveyed or difficult to
get to. Another researcher saw the publics’ natural interest in cetaceans as a chance to revise
it for scientific purposes and others did not like the idea of doing simple whale watching tours.

‘So the idea was to chuck up the research effort, but how best to do that? and it's a very remote, under
surveyed area, difficult one to get to, expensive to get to, and […] and we needed more than just one
survey, we needed sort of continuous eyes on the water.’ (Interview Expert #8)
‘We didn't want to do whale watching in the purse sense of the word, we wanted to make sure that the
research came first and that tourism came second.’ (Interview Expert #3)
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And even in one case the public was sort of responsible for the implementation of a project
because people continued to report sightings outside a public census that only happened once
a year as extra sightings. So the idea sparked to make it a long-term study and once a certain
number of sightings was reached it was made official with a sighting network.

At Morigenos, the financial and recognition motivation are also obvious for the participants.
One participant mentioned that they have a positive influence upon the scientists themselves
because they recognize their work and everybody was aware of the financial contributions they
made even though it was not apparent in all projects, but it showed in some. Whether this is
seen as a problem by the participants cannot really be said from these findings.

6.4.2 The Term Citizen Science
All interviewees used different terms for the people who were included in their projects and the
projects themselves. Ranging from research camps and schools over internships towards
excursions. Comparable to the term citizen science itself it tells more about the ‘fuzziness’ of
the citizen scientists itself. The scientists called them volunteers, members of the public,
participants, tourists, yachters and citizens. Only about half of them used the term citizen
science or citizen scientist. I also got the impression that some scientists felt more comfortable
with the term than others.

6.4.3 Public Outreach
Everybody stated that public outreach is very important in the everyday work they are doing.
Hereby for some researchers public outreach is referring to more local efforts as one scientist
pointed out.

‘Basically, that's what we are doing, working on all the time, so it is really important. That was also one
of our main goals.’ (Interview Expert #6)
‘Oh I think it is vital. I mean I would say on a scale of 1 to 10 I put it at 9.’ (Interview Expert # 9)
‘100%’ (Interview Expert #8)

Since public outreach is paramount for all the scientists, they use numerous ways to reach
participants. They advertise online in specific forums, on social media, the MARMAM
newsletter (a specific newsletter for cetacean research and conservation work) and their own
websites. Some launch marketing campaigns and place advertisements in newspapers and
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magazines or cooperate with multipliers like La Mar. Furthermore, articles are written for
scientific journals and books or presented at scientific conferences like the yearly meeting of
the International Whaling Commission (IWC). Once the message is out, word of mouth plays
also a role and if there are personal interaction chances, the scientists size that opportunity,
too. One project also showed how tourists or locals can be motivated to conduct observations
just coincidentally by walking by and reading signs which are put up. Taking into account how
important public outreach is for every expert, this should lead towards a closer connection
between scientists and the public and help bridging the gap.

6.4.4 Thoughts about Online Involvement
One of the ways to reach out is citizen science through online involvement as it was discussed
in the first part of this chapter. Experts were presented with the topic and it turned out that
everyone who did not engage with citizen scientists online was curious and had heard about it
in some way. But a number of concerns like data validity, peoples’ interests and suitability for
the research institute were raised. So for two scientists it was not considered as suitable for
themselves, at least in their current situation.

‘Ohm, all the feedback I have received [about web-based application] or I know people have received is
that it's great and it's a refreshing ohm contribution and will be a fun partnership.’ (Interview Expert #8)
‘We have not really been talking about that. At the moment I don't really see us doing that, at the
moment, I don't know.’ (Interview Expert #6)

The participants in Slovenia on the other hand were presented with the crowdsourcing idea
and were asked what they would think about it. No one had heard about projects related to
cetacean research and conservation, but everybody seemed intrigued by the idea although
two interviewees did not even own a smartphone. According to one participant this shows
potential especially for younger generation who are more familiar with the new media. This
findings implies that citizens are more enthusiastic about crowdsourcing and more motivated
to take part in than scientists. Which is actually positive because more citizens than scientists
will be needed to make crowdsourcing a success for cetacean research and conservation.

6.5 Tourism and Travel Knowledge
In this research the primary focus was not lying on tourism as such, but tourism accompanied
the interviews throughout the research period and was mentioned frequently by interviewees
and was overall present because one part the field research was conducted with participants
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being tourists in a very touristic setting. All on-site citizen science projects are technically
speaking living from tourists and sighting networks or catalogues get data submitted by people
on whale watching vessels or eco-tourism trips. Or more frequent contributors are employed
in the tourism industry and therefore spend a lot of time on the water. Even if a project is aiming
at a specific target group such as yachters, they can also be a form of tourists vacationing in
the Caribbean. Moreover, if it comes down to sightings from very remote places like in the
Antarctica, those are often contributed by tourists because people normally do not live there
residentially. So there is something like travel knowledge which can and is contributing in a
valuable way towards citizen science projects.

Some aspects were mentioned by the scientists specifically related to tourism which cover a
very diverse range of things. E.g. tourism attractions provide the scientists with an alternative
for entertainment if the weather does not allow it to go out and look for whales or dolphins.

‘The conservation organizations contribute hugely and of course eco-tourism operators contribute a
huge number of sightings to us each year.’ (Interview Expert #2)
‘More than half of the individual whales identified were photographed from eco-tourism and other
sources. A few years ago we published a paper in Biology Letters that included in authorship a tourist
who had contributed a critical sighting.’ (Interview Expert #12)

However, tourism can also enhance the negative effects citizen science projects might trigger.
Next to increased vessel traffic and incorrect behavior around cetaceans (not keeping 100
meters safety distance etc.) tourism operators can foster so called citizen science projects who
do not contribute into a scientific database by taking advantage of their sighting records to find
cetaceans and that way encouraging people to contribute to the ‘wrong’ catalogue.

‘So a lot of eco-tourism operators do really like these people because they can just call along with their
radio and find out where the whales are, so they don't have waste time kind of looking for them.’
(Interview Expert #2)

During the research camps it became apparent that all participants had done at least three
other excursions with the Earthwatch Institute before and therefore internalized experiences
where they could derive knowledge from, namely travel knowledge as proposed in the
theoretical framework. One participant had done an Earthwatch project with dolphins before
and told that he had spotted dolphins from land only because he knew what dolphins looked
like through his previous experiences. Maybe even more obvious was another case where I
could observe a participant explaining a regular tourist what Morigenos was and why they were
collecting data from a bell tower. The bell tower functioned as observation point for land-based
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observations but was a regular tourist attraction, too. These two cases are good examples of
the usage of travel knowledge. The citizens did not obtain this knowledge at home in their local
surroundings, but during their travels and could apply that knowledge in a valuable way by
contributing scientifically and on an educational level.

6.6 Experts’ View upon Participants
During the interviews I tried to gain deeper insights into the experts’ perception of the
participants to be able to contrast it with the participants of Morigenos.

6.6.1 Profiling the Participants
Simply starting with the demographical backgrounds, a difference can hereby be found
between on-site projects on the one hand and sighting networks, catalogues and web-based
applications on the other hand. For on-site projects it depends on the organization through
which the participants are coming and the set-up of the project. E.g. Earthwatch participants
are normally a bit older, whereas people coming through organizations like International
Student Volunteering (ISV) are, as the name already suggests, younger. According to one
expert who guides Earthwatch excursions on a regular basis participants are wealthier/they
can financially afford it and have a general interest in the environment and know more about
environmental topics. On the broader scope of on-site projects, experts agreed that
participants were more often female, higher educated and shared similar interests. Apparently
all ages from 17 to 80 and older are represented and some projects even started to allow
families on their boat following the impression that younger people are easier to change and
influence than older generations.

‘Actually you were asking before if there was a certain type. Most of the time the people are fairly similar
in their view points and they are usually educated people usually, not necessarily rich, but probably you
know have certain amount of money. Some people have very little money and they chose to come
because that's what they love to do.’ (Interview Expert #3)

Following the description of Earthwatch participants by scientists, the Morigenos case study is
reflecting that image of a bit older, higher educated people who are financially well situated
and have a general interest in the environment. With only five participants being represented
within the case study, it is actually difficult to say something meaningful about the
demographics in general, but according to Morigenos’ staff the research camp overall
represented a regular research camp quite well, besides that the age average was a bit higher
than normal.
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On the contrary, other citizen science projects seem to attract all kinds of people from different
age groups and various backgrounds. Sometimes the projects aim at a specific target group
because these people already possess a distinct kind of knowledge or characteristics. Like a
project in the Caribbean which is making use of the yachters’ and mariners’ experiences of
being on the water. At the same time this is a very clever move because those are the people
who will most likely encounter cetaceans and should behave responsibly around them/ they
can take immediate action.

‘No it's absolutely everybody. I get six year old kids calling me you know 'I am standing here with mommy
I am watching the whale ohm we wanted to give you a call' so. I've given talks in schools and some mag
you know the kids know that it's important to not abuse the phone number. I tell them it's like 911 you
don't call unless it's an, you know it's a real thing and the kids are very, very respectful generally and
they love calling up and telling me about the orca.’ (Interview Expert #9)
‘I mean the person could be anyone. I had both children, with the help of their parents, residents,
tourists.’ (Interview Expert #10)

Over the years, the number of citizen scientists has been growing steadily within most projects,
especially with technologies offering new possibilities and increasing the quality of data.
Sighting networks have a pool of people who contribute on a regular basis because they are
spending a lot of time on the water like professional mariners or ecotourism companies, but
private boaters as well or people who live next to the coast.

‘We do see growth, for sure and this year we see a lot of growth because of our smartphone app
because we are seeing more cetaceans […] being sighted around largely urban centers like Vancouver.’
(Interview Expert #2)

But one scientist who offers research excursions experienced a huge attendance drop in the
last decade, but now it is increasing again.

‘I noticed that there are small niche travel groups coming back to life again because I suspect that
humans are becoming tired of travelling in big groups.’ (Interview Expert #3)

Even though in principle almost everybody can participate in every projects, two scientists
claimed to be aiming with their projects at a specific target group. One at local citizens who
would ensure continuous data input and the other one at yachters and mariners because they
fulfil necessary requirements, like feeling comfortable on the water, experienced in handling a
boat and with GPS.

‘It requires minimal training for the yachters, compared to if you were taking another group out ohm who
were not trained to be on the water, so we had all these you know assets to begin with and also a
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constituency that we didn't have to convert to being interested in whales for the first part.’ (Interview
Expert #8)
‘Again mainly targeting coastal citizens and mariners, people we know are on the water.’ (Interview
Expert #2)

6.6.2 Participants’ Motives
Experts had all an idea of what might motivate people to take part in their citizen science
project. Hereby the motivations varied, but cetaceans themselves and the love for nature and
the ocean and the possibility to learn something about it are seen as main motivators, next to
‘getting the experience’ for on-site projects. Interestingly one expert assumed that it would be
the desire to contribute to science what motivated people primarily. The bond that can develop
between the animal and the citizen scientists was seen as a motivator for citizen scientists to
contribute over a longer period of time.

‘First of all, I think it is a love for nature, for wildlife and then I think hand in hand with that is that they
wanna learn something about it, they don't wanna just sit and necessarily for three hours. Like the lady
who have come from Holland, she is coming for two weeks, so she really wants to get a full experience.’
(Interview Expert #3)
‘We see the desire to contribute to science as a primary factor. Other reasons include: learning about
whales, learning about research, looking at photos of whales, a desire to "help" whales, and other
personal interests in whales or marine science.’ (Interview Expert #14)
‘I think ultimately it's because people love cetaceans. I think if you see one you are overly lucky. If you
just see one once in your life it's the most memorable thing what you see.’ (Interview Expert #1)

All in all, the experts were definitely not wrong about their perception of participants’ motives,
nevertheless the case study showed even with only five participants that motives can be more
complex than the scientists might anticipate. All participants felt free to discuss their
motivations to participate in Morigenos and other Earthwatch camps. Given the fact that only
five people were interviewed, the participants showed an astonishing range of motivations.
About 11 different kind motivations were mentioned in the interviews to generally take part in
Earthwatch excursions which were also applicable for the Morigenos research camps. Next to
that participants expressed more specific reasons for taking part in Slovenia. A set of intrinsic
motivations, if you are doing something because you enjoy it, were mentioned by the
participants. Generally all participants seemed to be motivated by learning (as also pointed out
by the scientists), having a purpose while being on holiday and the effects these projects would
have upon them like being reminded of what is important in life. One participant specifically
mentioned that he liked his all-American point of view changed through the projects. But also
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more specific intrinsic motivators could be found. The fact that Earthwatch is not considered a
regular travel experience where everything is fully organized is intriguing for the participants
and they seem rather happy if they have to face challenges on their own and can go adventures
of their own. Next to intrinsic motivations, all participants mentioned extrinsic factors which
refer to taking part in order to obtain an external reward or outcome. Those ranged from simple
addiction to volunteer projects towards being surrounded by the same type of people.
Interestingly all female participants said they see it as a benefit to be between like-minded
people and therefore not having to care about being judged or having to make excuses for
being smart, basically they seem to know what to expect at these excursions, at least from a
human perspective. Furthermore, things like gaining local insights, the set-up of a project and
maybe helping to change the view of Americans in the world are motivators for the participants.
Sometimes even a level of coincidence to some extent because e.g. the initial planned project
was already full or the project just fitted with the other plans, played a role.

Cetaceans and the love for sea life were named as one of the main motivators by the experts,
but as it turned out, at least in case of Morigenos, those were not motives for all of the
participants. Being out on the water and getting the opportunity to enjoy sea life were seen as
motivators and when being asked what the story behind their participation was, three
mentioned the dolphins as a major criteria, whereas the rest stated that they were not a main
motivator when asked specifically. Although, one participant who claimed to not being into
animals that much in general, saw it as an advantage that dolphins do not smell. In the case
of assuming people would take part in on-site projects, this can be a hundred percent
confirmed by one statement a participant made ‘I am here for the experience’ (Interview
Participant #2).

6.6.3 Contribution and Effects upon Participants
Four different scientists told something about participants contributing in other ways, outside
the normal project, either with their own expertise e.g. computer specialist, by spreading the
word afterwards or financially in the long run.

‘We had some people who were dealing with photography and some people who were in journalism,
helped spreading the word. That is also good.’ (Interview Expert #6)

In six interviews a number of effects the citizen science projects had upon the participants were
described. Effects such as transformational experiences where people change their career
path or their focus in life, emotional attachment to the animals and the project itself which can
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be seen through social media comments or other ways of staying in touch. And of course
learning something about the species, its habitat and ecosystems.

‘The people that have been with us on trips ,they are the ones who always read what's going on and
once a while they write us or they tell us where they'd been but you know it is a small group even over
all this time, but it's a very faithful group.’ (Interview Expert #3)

Those effects mentioned were confirmed by the findings in Slovenia. The participants’
experiences do not end with the projects, effects of their experiences translate into
everybody’s’ everyday life. Hereby the effects can vary quite a bit between participants. For
one it can be that the memories of a trip are a way to escape an unpleasant situation, for
another one it can mean that she is an example and encourages people to follow their wishes.
Furthermore, the experiences and knowledge gained through it effects one’s work, their
attitudes towards conservation topics or general practices like the use of plastic bags, which
shows that the knowledge gained through their excursions is transferred into their own life and
might even lead them towards reaching out and telling people about their experiences and
conservation issues.

All in all, the interviewed experts showed a quite accurate perception of citizen scientists, their
motives and possible effects upon them. Sometimes the citizen scientist might be a bit more
complicated or complex than noticed by the scientists. But this part of the findings highlights
that scientists do think about the citizens and do not only see them as a tool for data gathering.

6.7 Scientific Realm
The first realm is relating to the scientific side of the findings and the perception of citizen
science. It turned out to be one of the central themes for the experts throughout the interviews,
especially to ensure data of highest integrity possible.

6.7.1 Methodology
The methodology that surrounds a citizen science program is often quite complicated and has
to face a number of major difficulties which Expert #13 summarized:

‘In general, the issues I have seen are largely the result of storing and vetting large amounts of datathen the process of ensuring that these data are available to the scientists in a way that is timely and
useful. To properly manage a citizen's science project, there needs to be, in my opinion, someone
responsible for verifying (vetting) the data, organizing it, and sharing it in a responsible manner. […]Most
citizen scientists do not have a data sheet and GPS with them to indicate the location of the sighting,
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and can rarely provide accurate information on group sizes, group members, behaviors, etc.. These
data are limited to a sighting of an individual whale in a broad general location (off the State of
Massachusetts, rather than a specific location). That's not to say that these data are not useful, they
are simply of a poorer quality than data the researchers collect on their own. In some cases, whale
watch naturalists or on board interns are trained to collect data that is more specific. These data are of
a higher quality, but are still limited as they come from a whale watch vessel that inherently has biases
(how far they will go, preference for certain species or whale behaviors, i.e. these data are not obtained
from vessels on systematic track lines, for example).’ (Interview Expert #13)

Out of that statement a number of points can be derived which influence the methodology of a
citizen science program and with it the scientific realm. Those points were mentioned
throughout the interviews and were perceived hardly as a shortcoming. Moreover, it was
depending on the expert how they tackled the issues. For some it seemed to be more of a
challenge they are willing to tackle and for others, involving citizens, actually had
methodological advantages. Advantages included growing amounts of data, especially if the
institutes are having trouble gathering enough data on a continuous basis through lack of
human capital, citizen scientists can be the answer to their problems. Monetary contributions
are for sighting networks or web-applications not relevant since the participation for citizen
scientists is for free, whereas the participation in a research camp or excursion can be
considerably expensive and their financial contribution is partially funding the whole research
station. Experts are quite open to admitting that money is one of the reasons why they
introduced their citizen science project, but only one says openly that money is the main reason
for the involvement of citizen scientists. Another expert added that one of the positive aspect
is that the participants directly see where their money is contributing to.

‘Most of all it is money, thus funding.’ (Interview Expert #5)
‘What I like about it is the people are with us when we make use of their money, actually they participate
in the use of their money.’ (Interview Expert #3)

The data collected by citizen scientists actually can contribute to all sort of research because
it is the baseline for a lot of studies. It helps e.g. to monitor population sizes, discover seasonal
trends and define migratory routes. Additionally, since cetaceans are on top of the food chain,
changes in their behavior or population size can indicate changes in the environment and
inform policy makers about risk assessment and protection plans.

On the downside difficulties while working with citizen scientists might include the different
developed skills and talents of the citizens, their relatively short amount of time that they can
devote to the research, poor quality of photography, different cultural backgrounds of
participants, unreadable hand writing and big discrepancies between the numbers of sightings
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because one location is more accessible than the other location. It might also happen that
through a growing number of interested citizen scientist certain whale hot-spots are visited
more frequently so that more disturbance might occur or exactly the opposite that the citizen
scientists loose interest and do not respond to the scientists’ questions.

‘So that's also, it is very hard to compare a sight were you have 100 observations with a sight where
you only have 5 observations.’
‘So we don't want to advertise cetacean hotspots and therefore drive more vessels to the to those areas
that are clearly important for those animals because we are a conservation-based research project it
wouldn't it would go against our core values to lead more vessels into that area and create more potential
for disturbance.’ (Interview Expert #2)

How useful the citizen scientists for the different projects really are, varies quite a bit from
project to project. For the majority of the on-sight research projects the usefulness is quite low,
of course the citizen scientists contribute towards the data collection, but cannot really be used
for much more else. If one then considers the fact how much time and effort the scientists have
to put into caring for and managing the people, their usefulness from a purely scientific point
of view is limited. Or has not been researched sufficiently.

Nevertheless, for other projects who are not in contact with the participants most of the time,
the citizen scientist can contribute in a major way as this example illustrates.

‘So we were getting amazing information, so they would call us for instance and they would say oh it's
Ben and he is travelling with A1 and they are heading in this direction or whatever. And from that and
then also the photograph that they were giving, we were able to get some incredible data on where the
animals were moving and because of the distances that they are going, ohm you know I was able to
anticipate then where would be the next best place for me to be able to launch my boat to intersect them
and it worked out really well and I still rely on it now, 20 years down the track.’ (Interview Expert #9)
‘We can't say that [more eyes see more dolphins] actually through a statistical way because we havn't
yet done it statistically, but we see that also sometimes research school participants actually find
dolphins. So we don't know if in that case if we find dolphins or will not find dolphins, but they do find
dolphins and through that I can see that it's better for sure.’ (Interview Expert #7)

Another problem which was mentioned is that with some online projects who label themselves
as citizen science programs ,the data is not going to a scientific catalogue or study, but is only
shared on social media, identified and that is it so to speak. Scientists mentioned cases where
they tried to track the person down who submitted the photos, but then it became a case of
input vs. output, how much effort and staff resources it was worth it to put into it in order to get
more information on one photograph.
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6.7.2 Set-up and Influences upon Methodology
Different factors might influence the methodology during citizen science projects. Of course a
study follows a certain methodology, but especially with cetacean research there are a number
of factors related and non-related to citizen scientists which have a big impact upon the field
research and determine e.g. if it is possible to go out on the ocean today or not which in return
might affect the mood and eagerness of citizen scientists. Natural factors like the weather or
the sea state are examples of that. However, it can also be the citizen scientists themselves
who influence the methodology as two scientists pointed out specifically. In one case it were
the comments members of the public had made in their logbooks about whales which sparked
the idea to involve citizen scientist in the first place. The other example started to establish a
whale trail along a coast line marking the most prominent whale watching spots. These spots
were identified through the sightings which were submitted by citizen scientists.

The set-up of the citizen science projects obviously varies between the different types of it
which were categorized at the beginning of these findings. Nevertheless, the same categories
share some common features. E.g. it is common for on-sight involvements to ask participants
to watch out for cetaceans, take GPS location, take dive times, count the number of individuals
and of course take pictures. When it comes to noting behavioral data, the scientists seem to
be somehow divided. For some that is the limit of what citizen scientists can observe, whereas
others still let citizen scientists note behavioral data, but provide guidance through descriptions
or little pictures which are meant to illustrate the specific behavior.

‘We have someone reading the GPS, but e.g. all the data that really concerns the actual research like
behavioral data or something like that or also our photos we are not giving to the volunteers, they always
stay with us.’ (Interview Expert #5)

6.7.3 Trust and Data Validity
Involving laypersons in cetacean research automatically requires a level of trust the scientists
have to put into the citizen scientists. But every scientist interviewed would consider the data
collected by trained scientists or themselves more trustworthy. There is always an element of
control to it, because it is the scientist who decides which data is valid and will get into the final
data base. However, there has to be a certain level of trust because the scientists can only
verify it to a certain level.

‘Well you need to make sure, you have to have faith that they are not gonna screw up your data.’
(Interview Expert #3)
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‘But I don't consider it as trustworthy as my own data.’ (Interview Expert #10)
‘There is always an element of trust because as much as we try and verify something if there are no
photographs or hard evidence there is an element of trust. […] Most of it, we can verify to a level, it
might just be you say ‘hey I saw a cetacean there’ and that is all. But there is an element of trust, if some
wanted to see a bottle-nose dolphin, but they havn't seen anything at all they could lie that to you but
there isn't a way of really getting around that.’ (Interview Expert #1)

Data validity is one of the biggest concerns which is always raised in relation to citizen science.
In terms of cetacean research, the interviewees came up with a number of mechanisms to
ensure data that has the highest integrity possible. As already mentioned above, every single
piece of data is double checked by a scientist before it goes into the data base. Maybe with
the exception of humpback whale pictures which are directly uploaded into the database
because it is assumed that the specific target group has the required pre-knowledge to fill in
all required Meta data correctly. Scientists have a number of factors which makes the data
more reliable in their eyes, like if the occurrence of a species is likely in that area, if people
have submitted sightings before or if they used special equipment. However, this is subjective
because it is up to the scientist to decide when data is valid enough to be put into the data
base.

‘I looked at the accuracy of the data and tried to decide whether the observation was accurate or not.
And that was somehow objective, but if I was unsure, I tried to contact the observer with the email
address if they had left an email address to verify the observation. Perhaps get some pictures and then
if they used binoculars e.g. then I considered the observation more accurate.’ (Interview Expert #10)
‘Yeah I think that because with anything, the more well practiced you are or the more familiar you are
with different species then the more likely you are to be accurate so there is more chance of human
error but the way that we interrogate people I think we most often are getting to the bottom of it and
where we are not sure, we don't take it as a definite sighting, we can put a cetacean species as one of
the options. So we try and encourage that to people to be involved but we don't necessarily just always
take down the species that they submit.’ (Interview Expert #1)

Despite all this, it seems to be necessary to put a scientific control factor into citizen science
projects, otherwise the information provided might be inaccurate simply because the members
of the public do not know any better, as this example illustrates.

‘Given that many of the conversations do not necessarily include researchers, there is a lot of
speculation, assumptions, and at times, inaccuracies that are passed along as fact. This happens with
identifications, genders, life histories, etc. A recent example included a conversation on whether any
humpback mothers have ever acquired new rake marks (scars from an orca attack). Someone with
credibility amongst the group (though not a researcher) answered definitely that no humpback mothers
in the Gulf of Maine have ever acquired new rake marks. This is not true. While it occurs rarely (that we
know if) it has happened. One of the humpback researchers has reached out to the person posting to
provide them with accurate information, but no retraction was posted to the page. Since social media
posts have a very short life span, the post is long buried but will be deemed as gospel by those that read
it that day.’ (Interview Expert #13)
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6.7.4 Morigenos
In terms of the scientific realm, participants at the Morigenos research camp did seem to
engage primarily with methodology questions, besides one incident where I could witness one
participant questioning the way in which data were collected and recorded, because he
compared it to previous ways he had encountered during another project. The overall
discussion was conducted not to say on two different levels, but differences in argumentation
style could be observed. The participant utilized a lot of personal experiences, whereas the
expert tried to stay more objective and to stick to the facts. Interestingly, the other participants
did not necessarily appreciate that one of ‘them’ would question Morigenos’ methodology. The
rest shared more the attitude that they themselves would lack the knowledge in this specific
area to start a discussion. This is striking for two reasons, because it shows a case where the
traditional relationship between members of the public and science is no longer existing for
one person, but for the rest of the participants the traditional distinction was still obvious.

Apparently, the experiences participants gathered during the Earthwatch excursions gave
them a realistic impression of science itself ‘And sometimes science is tedious, I mean all the
data that has to be collected and compiled and put together, that's the gig. It is not all shiny
and you know magical moments or whatever it's.’ (Interview Participant #4). Participant were
also encouraged to express their own assessment of the contributions they are making towards
the project itself. If they were thinking only about their contributions on a scientific level they
were aware of the fact that their contribution might be minor and did not seem too bothered by
it, as long as it is not perceived as totally meaningless. But sometimes participants might be
able to look at things from a different perspective as one participant mentioned. They even
might see their scientific contribution as less meaningful than it actually is according to the
experts’ statements. This calls for a better way of informing the citizens what they are
contributing to and what their actual value for the research is.

In order to determine the scientific usefulness of the participants, I would like to mention one
example I observed in Piran. One day Morigenos received a call from a local resident that he
had seen dolphins in a bay at 5 am, three days in a row now. So the next day a data collection
was scheduled at 5 am to check this hint. Since water-based observations were always
accompanied by land-based observations, the participants were put into two teams, but as it
turned out the two participants who were scheduled for the land wanted to sleep in instead and
only the people who would go on the boat joined. This left me and the experienced volunteer
alone on the tower, but because apparently two people were enough, no one seemed to be
bothered by it. This example gives a hint how important the scientific contribution of all the
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participants really is, of course “more eyes, see more” (Interview Morigenos scientist), but it
cannot be essential for the success of the data collection if participants can stay in bed.

One more interesting finding is related to the issue of trust the experts have to put into the
citizens. It describes a positive aspect which is most likely not intended by the experts. But if a
scientist puts trust into participants, even though the project itself pushes the participants out
of their comfort zones and then the participants realize what they are actually capable of, it can
have a positive influence upon the experience itself. So trust is also related to social
implications and enables participants to learn more about themselves. The whole realm of
learning will be discussed in the following paragraph.

6.8 Educational Realm
Following up are the findings which can be related to the educational realm of citizen science.
The realm concerns all different ways of gaining knowledge and increasing one’s
understanding about e.g. the environment, but also ways of social learning can be part of this
realm.

6.8.1 Knowledge
Most of the projects did not require any pre-knowledge and also did not assume any preknowledge. Besides the project in the Caribbean which is specifically targeting a group of
people who already possess knowledge in yachting and sailing and some smaller side
initiatives to utilize members of the public with a certain expertise. All other projects provided
the necessary training either online or offline through seminars, lectures and workshops.
Hereby it is one aim to keep it as simple and straightforward as possible.

‘The only knowledge that they need is if they have seen something and they report it, because even if
they are not sure what it is you try to talk them through it and ask them questions about what they saw
and try to work it out that way also people got their camera on them or mobile phone and they get
footage so don't really need to be very knowledgeable.’ (Interview Expert #1)

The interviewees were also asked if they think the citizen scientists pass on their knowledge
gained and would spread the word and according to the answers that is happening but it is a
desire of some to increase that number.

‘Yeah, definitely one of the categories that we ohm ask for when people submit their sighting is how did
you hear about the sightings network and we hear a lot, a lot of people are hearing about us just through
word of mouth.’ (Interview Expert #2)
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Various research results were achieved through the help of citizen scientists and especially
the amount of collected data is growing steadily.

‘But what's come out in this year and a half of this program starting, is that not only do we have matches
between our sanctuary as well between like the French and AGOA and Stellwagen, we also had four
new individuals, yeah five new individuals and they were added to the catalogue. And so 30 years ago,
over the past 30 years 60 photographs, in the past year and a half doubling that number for the South
Eastern Caribbean as the results of this program, 153 flukes, which is impressive.’ (Interview Expert #8)

As already mentioned above, knowledge is transferred in various ways. If the participants are
on-site with the scientists they receive introduction lectures, workshops and seminars, but they
can also gain knowledge through direct interaction with the scientists during the data collection
process and social activities by asking questions or simply by experiencing and trying out
themselves, which was also the case at the case study. If no direct scientist-citizen scientist
interaction occurs, knowledge is mainly passed on through online resources like instructions
on websites and social media, training videos and games and information provided on sighting
sheets and forms. Besides instructions on how to collect the data, it also always has an
educational aspect to it, a kind of code of conduct on how to behave around whales and treat
the marine environment. For people who are interested in gaining a more in-depth knowledge
a lot of institutes offer internship or long-term volunteer programs.

‘We offer a number of training programs for our observers to equip them with the knowledge that they
need to identify what they are seeing out there.’ (Interview Expert #2)

Citizen Scientists who might have taken part in other cetacean projects or gained some preknowledge beforehand in other ways are not harming the project but since many projects are
quite different it does not always mean that they are able to use their knowledge in that specific
context. Nevertheless, if one participant shows expertise in a subject he or she might be even
invited to give a presentation to share the knowledge with others, as it is happening at one
project.

‘And if I recognize there is someone who has a lot of experience and knowledge and if he or she is up
for it to give a presentation, then I invite them to present. That is always an enrichment.’ (Interview

Expert #4)
Other knowledge or looking at things from a different angle can be helpful as well, as four
scientists mentioned.
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‘People enjoy doing it because often, as you say you get a fresh look and you have a, we are so in the
data and looking at things a certain way that new perspectives are really important.’ (Interview Expert
#8)
‘We had a French gentleman who came with us maybe eight times and after a while we didn't have to
say anything to him. On bad weather days, because he was a computer guy he could sit down and enter
data for us and we had faith that he was doing a proper job.’ (Interview Expert #3)

6.8.2 Epistemic Authority
What happens to the epistemic authority during a citizen science program is quite interesting,
however for cetacean research, besides the fact that the scientists have to put a certain level
of trust into the citizens which is the only area where the traditional allocation of epistemic
authority might change, the scientists remain the last instance when it comes down to deciding
what goes into the database where the actual analysis then takes place. The problem for one
expert is the lack of scientific understanding within most citizen scientists.

‘So we try and encourage that to people to be involved but we don't necessarily just always take down
the species that they submit.’ (Interview Expert #1)
‘Most often these situations involve members of the public who use some technique that is appropriate
in some scientific context, but do so without adequate understanding of how this is technique is applied.
Science is about posing questions and figuring out how to test them. Without an understanding of how
to pose good scientific questions, and the types of data collection and analyses that allow these to be
tested, the results are not analyzable.’ (Interview Expert #12)

Nevertheless one expert points out to gain knowledge with every single excursion himself.

6.8.3 Morigenos
As it has already been said, the level of knowledge generation or change in awareness within
a citizen is dependent on his or her foreknowledge as the results of the small questionnaire
confirmed. The results have already been elaborated in a separate section, but it is worth to
point out once more that changes are dependent on the person and in general hard to measure
(SCU, 2013). At Morigenos the participants could gain knowledge in a comparable manner to
possibilities which were noted by the experts, but also discussion among the participants
themselves seems to increase an understanding of marine related phenomena. Especially the
learning process and possibilities during the research camp were really appreciated by all,
even though it might be something they will never use in their everyday life like assessing the
sea state if the live far away from the ocean. Moreover, the experiences and knowledge gained
through it effects one’s work, their attitudes towards conservation topics or general practices
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like the use of plastic bags, which shows that the knowledge gained through their excursions
is transferred into their own life and might even lead them towards reaching out and telling
people about their experiences and conservation issues.

6.9 Social Realm
The social realm embodies all the social aspects which were mentioned by the experts and
became obvious in the real life example.

First of all team feeling which might result into friendship was mentioned by almost all scientists
who are directly interacting with the participants together for a certain amount of time. The
same accounted for the team feeling during the Morigenos camps, a good team spirit was
considered key for the success of the camps.

‘We wouldn't even consider, I don't know us being somewhere else and the volunteers being in a
completely different place, because it's just good for the group dynamics, so you know, you see things
together, you plan things and it is easier then to work with everyone.’ (Interview Expert #6)

Moreover, emotional aspects when participants influenced the project and the scientists
themselves or vice versa were definitely noted. If the participants only submitted sightings via
an app or a website, they really seemed to appreciate personal contact with the scientists later
on and the scientist seemed to enjoy it as well.

‘Well of course you have the component different people and we have really seen quite some things
over the years.’ (Interview Expert #5)

‘We hear a lot of times you know, especially when people are submitting sightings via an app or you
know they are just sending of email or the web form, they are not directly talking with the person at the
time they are recording. When we email them back or call them back, omg they are so excited about it
that it actually goes somewhere you know, and the [information] that we give especially for observers
we tell them what their data is used for and what their contributions will go towards and usually people
are, are just over the moon that you know someone is paying attention to them, so that why they collect
data, it's really positive.’ (Interview Scientist #2)

Scientists also took something personally away from working with the participants. It varied
from scientist to scientist but the impact was normally valued. That does not necessarily mean
on a scientific, but rather on a social level, like the interaction with different cultures and people
from around the globe or the sharing of their passion might result into an extra push of
motivation. 9 out of 14 interviewees mentioned an impact.
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‘So that motivates me as well, because I know there are other people as well that are interested in the
conservation of this species.’ (Interview Expert #10)
‘I think that when they see what we do and they get excited by it and they are blown away by what they
see and they really get something out of it that really makes me feel happy. I mean I'm, I feel horrible
[…] when they come and if it's bad weather for most of the days it's just awful, because you, you can't
take them out and risk their life, you know because...but you feel awful because they are not getting the
experience you know they can get, but when they get it, then we feel very, very happy that they had a
good time and of course that often translates into people being much happier with us and wanting to
help the station.’ (Interview Expert #3)

On the contrary, if projects developed which label themselves citizen science projects but were
not set-up properly and the data collected is actually not going anywhere or can’t be used
because it is not reliable, this could be very frustrating as two scientists expressed.

‘These are simply my personal views on how things work, or don't work, as the case may be. The fact
that so many people want to know about humpbacks is inspiring. But researchers do not have the
resources to support their own projects (staff and funds) while mining the internet for what is inaccurate
or where they may be missing data. It is not possible. So what is not getting to the catalogues directly,
will not get there. What is being shared that is inaccurate will also continue. That is what is frustrating
to me, but the reality of the web/social media culture.’ (Interview Expert #13)

Crediting the contribution of the participants was not really a major concern for most
interviewees, surely on occasion if one participant e.g. found a match in the database or
contributed a perfect picture that is used commercially then the photograph is credited or the
participant can name the cetacean, but in general for this sample it was nothing scientist were
too bothered about. Despite some exceptions where participants were credited as co-authors
if they had contributed over a longer time.

‘Yeah I always do in my scientific articles I always try to acknowledge. One of the papers that we
published recently had something like, I think it was 15 different co-authors on it because they were the
people that were involved on the sightings at that time. So yeah we do have credited where it is possible
and I rely, the posting that we just did on Facebook, we had a thing that you know said thank you to
everybody for all this continuous support and kind work.’ (Interview Expert #9)

Another aspect for projects where people are physically involved and which often has an
ethical aspect to it, is the question of how much individual participants can actually handle.
Because sometimes people might not be aware of the fact that whale and dolphin research
can be quite tiring or are physically not capable of specific tasks. Furthermore, situations might
occur where a scientist has to make an ethical questionable decision simply based on the outer
circumstances as the example of an overweighed participant showed. This participant simply
was not able to move fast enough, slowed the whole research down and the body weight
caused problems while being on the water because the weight had to be distributed evenly
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which meant a lot of people sitting on one and only a few on the other side, which of course
does not make the person feel good and has to be handled with care (Interview Expert #5).

6.9.1 Importance of the Community
Another social aspect which was not discussed elaborately with the experts, but became
apparent during the case study was the importance of the community, the projects are situated
in. When asked how important the community of Piran is for them it became obvious that the
community does play an important role for Morigenos and vice versa, Morigenos seems to
have influenced the community’s perception as well. E.g. fishermen can go to Morigenos if
their nets have been damaged by dolphins, they verify it and so the fishermen have a chance
to get a compensation from the Slovenian government for it.

‘Actually it is very important, actually for us it is vital. Ever since the beginning we have been working on
that. I mean we are a small group of people starting and without the local support we can’t really do
much.’ (Interview Expert #6)

Even though the importance of the community was not a central aspect in the expert interviews,
it was an underlying factor for nearly every project. If one just takes a sighting network into
account which is aiming at local residents, it cannot survive without local support.

6.9.2 Human-Nature-Cetacean Relationship
‘I believe people need to have a relationship to something so they can find it necessary to protect.’
(Interview Participant #3)

At least based on the findings of the empirical case-study one can say that a project like the
Morigenos research camp connects citizens to nature and fosters a relationship between the
human being and the cetacean. Many environmentally concerned conversations took place
during these 10 days, during almost every boat trip Styrofoam or plastics were pulled out of
the ocean and e.g. made people aware of the dangers of plastics of all living organisms. And
I could experience the power of the dolphins over the group myself which was apparent almost
every day. If dolphins were seen, the participants were in general more enthusiastic, especially
after the first encounters and the atmosphere was more relaxed and conversations were more
dolphin focused, which does not mean that the atmosphere was not good otherwise. But
finding dolphins seemed to be the reward for long hours staring at the ocean from a bell tower
and if there were no dolphins after a session, it left people with a certain level of dissatisfaction
including myself. Although, two people said they did not join the project especially for dolphins,
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they were still immensely effected by them and also the experts showed reactions, may it be
because they wanted to enable the participants to experience the dolphins or may it be for
purely scientific reasons, no one is not effected. Following up are the findings of the last, the
policy related realm.

6.10 Policy Related Realm
Several experts did not even mention any policy related topic which might imply that they either
underestimate the power of the public, do not consider it relevant, are disillusioned when it
comes to policy making or are not directly currently influenced by the government because
they do not receive public funding anyway and their primary goal is not necessarily engaging
with public policy. Although it is important to highlight here that policy did not play a primary
role during the interviews and was also not explicitly fostered by the interviewer. Nevertheless,
especially one project was very well aware of the importance of policy and was even initiated
out of a transboundary government initiative. This also shows the potential and reach
cetaceans embody for future policy making because if a protection of a humpback whale which
like many other species migrates beyond borders, spanning different continents requires
international action it might also be a way of bringing nations together and so have an
incredible influence maybe even beyond imagination. Why should not an international citizen
like a humpback whale trigger international citizenship or at least foster free travel zones?

‘Absolutely, connection, nature distinctiveness too and to truly make that connection first, but then to
understand that these are international citizens, any migratory species, these are animals without
passports and we can't own them or think that once they leave our borders nothing is going to happen.
And here is a responsibility of us as a collaborative, cooperative group to come up with solutions for that
scientifically ohm to and for management and the idea is that this is our beginning to inform the small
program, management of humpbacks and the idea of, the greater vision is, wouldn't it be amazing if we
had a transboundary governance, sort of management plan or draft guidance for this particular species.’
(Interview Expert #8)

The data collected by citizen scientists actually can contribute to all sort of research because
it is the baseline for a lot of studies. It helps e.g. to monitor population sizes, discover seasonal
trends and define migratory routes. Additionally since cetaceans are on top of the food chain,
changes in their behavior or population size can indicate changes in the environment and
inform policy makers about risk assessment and protection plans.

‘Because these things are presented to the public as science, they give a perverted impression to the
broader public of what science is and what it does. Also, as citizen science is trendy now, they can direct
resources away from projects that are designed in an appropriate way to get useful results. In spite of
having worked together hard and long with many citizens in pursuit of scientific objectives, I cringe now
when I hear the term.’ (Interview Expert #12)
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‘I think this is a very exciting opportunity for scientists and our partners have been engaging with the
public for years to make sure, to because they are the voters you know I mean it boils down to something
like that.’ (Interview Expert #8)

The example of Morigenos showed how findings who were obtained with the help of citizen
scientists can inform policy making sometimes even not intended. Before the Morigenos
Research Institute was founded apparently not many people knew that there were dolphins in
Slovenia, at least it was not scientifically proven. Now, a couple of years ago someone heard
about that it was scientifically proven there were dolphins in Slovenia and reported it to the
European Union that dolphins were not on the list of species under the Habitats Directive of
the European Commission (“Habitats Directive - Nature - Environment - European
Commission,” n.d.). Therefore the Slovenian government was called off by the European
Commission, had to put dolphins on the list and is now cooperating with Morigenos on some
projects like refunding damaged fishing nets if dolphins were responsible for it. Till today the
staff of Morigenos has no idea who was reporting it, however it must have been a member of
the public (Genov, 2015b).

‘Yeah for sure, for sure it did. Especially with fishermen, we can see a big impact, we are connecting,
connected with them, we are cooperating with them and with government about it, the ministry.’
(Interview Expert #7)
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7 Conclusion and Discussion

‘This is a picture of a sperm whale the moment it is about to dive down for a long
time. It is made near Oamaru on the southern island. For me this was the highlight
of the trip to New Zealand. It is an amazing feeling to see these huge animals. It is
also fun to get the feeling of the chase. There is no guarantee to see them and when
the boat gets a radio message is speeds of to where it was spotted, which added to
the excitement.’ (Gilles)
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In this chapter I will draw conclusions on the current developments of citizen science within
cetacean research and conservation based on my findings. Furthermore, I will discuss the
prospects of citizen science in cetacean research in relation to its potential impacts on citizens,
the scientists and cetaceans and in relation to the claim of organizations that legitimize
exhibiting cetaceans in captivity.

7.1 Conclusion
In the previous chapters, I have described my findings from the online inventory, the case study
at Morigenos and the expert interviews. The three main research questions were answered
through these three data collection methods. RQ 1: What possibilities are ‘out there’ for a
regular citizen to personally engage with cetacean research and conservation outside of
captivity?, RQ 2: What are the effects, values and social implications of citizen science upon
cetacean research and conservation? and RQ 3: What factors are important to make citizen
science programs for cetacean research successful and beneficial? Based on the empirical
materials gathered for this study, one can say that experts as well as participants experience
the involvement in a citizen science project as something positive with some exceptions and
concerns. Overall, the findings from the expert interviews could often be observed in the daily
examples of Morigenos and scientists had a pretty good idea about motives and characteristics
of citizen scientists, although these might be more complex than previously anticipated by
them. Citizen involvement in science may be beneficial in different ways, not only for the data
collection, but also on a social level and in other less anticipated areas. Effects of citizen
science projects reach far beyond the scientific realm. Projects influence the everyday life of
all three main stakeholders involved, the participants, experts and cetaceans. Further, they
have the potential to be influential over a long period of time, might change attitudes and
behavior and contribute towards conservation on the larger scale. In a number of cases, effects
on the surrounding communities, policy making processes and society as such could be
attributed and can be found in more detail in the paragraphs below. Hereby the set-up of the
whole citizen science research project is crucial for the success of a project (using an
applicable methodology that ensures scientific output, collecting valuable data, educating the
public and evoking their interest for having enough citizen scientists who contribute, scientists
and citizens work well together etc.) and it is important not to underestimate the social
implications, since findings showed that aspects such as team feeling or recognition of
contribution can have a big impact upon the success of the project. Based on this research, it
can be argued that success in terms of cetacean citizen science projects is depending on the
project, the project’s aim and the person who is looking at it. Participants might already
consider it a success if they spotted a cetacean and took a picture, however it might be helpful
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for a scientist to know a cetacean was seen. But the picture might be taken from the wrong
angle so that the distinct characteristics of each individual cannot be seen clearly and is
therefore not usable for any kind of data analysis. What can be said from this research, about
what defines a successful citizen science project, is that a successful project is not only defined
by its scientific successes like publications and findings, but also by its impact in terms of public
outreach, education, raising environmental awareness and promoting a more environmental
friendly lifestyle.

Additionally citizen science for whales, dolphins and porpoises enhances the understanding of
science and helps to create a bond between the public and the cetacean(s)?. It also helps to
bring scientists and lay people closer together, however, even within this study, the distinction
between scientists and non-scientists is apparent. Not only from the scientists’ side who are
the last instance in deciding what goes into a data base but also from the participants’ side in
Slovenia where four out of five people would not question methodologies because that is not
their field of expertise and from a sense of ‘who are they to challenge that?’. Nevertheless,
when participants felt experienced with a topic, they were more likely to discuss and question
things like how to best find matches during photo-identification or one participant did actually
critique the structure of the methodology Morigenos used to collect data. A potential for change
in the distribution of something that could be called ‘epistemic authority’ can also be attested
within this research. Despite, simply based on the fact that scientists and citizens working
together on a common science project can be seen as a change within society towards Beck’s
risk society (1992), at least in this study, Beck’s attributed change towards a reflexive
modernity and the associated democratization and opening up of science through citizen
science (Irwin, 1995) is only slightly found in practice around this theme.

The following part is reflecting on the findings of this research in the light of current scientific
debates and findings and is putting the results into the broader discussion of citizens, science,
policy making and environmental issues. In this study the current citizen science development
for cetacean research and the role of citizen science connecting science and the public
together have been explored, their effects, values and social implications on both sides. By
reflecting on each element and the overall discourse of science, the public and citizen science,
the conclusions should help to put the findings of this specific study targeted at the field of
cetacean research into perspective and derive some valuable information and lessons for the
future development of citizen science from the broader societal aspects of the scientists’ point
of view.
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7.1.1 Reflections on the Scientific Realm
The expert interviews and the everyday example of Morigenos revealed a range of issues
related to methodology and data validity which can also be found in other studies that are not
specifically aimed at cetacean research. Generally speaking, the scientists were lacking trust
in the reliability of data collected by citizen scientists, which was also mentioned in other
studies (Catlin-Groves, 2012; Riesch & Potter, 2014). Scientists were well informed and aware
of the shortcomings citizen science might have (Marshall et al., 2012; Tulloch et al., 2013) and
examples like the sighting networks in Canada and in the UK confirmed the claim that citizen
science is especially a valuable tool if a research spans large temporal and spatial extents
(Devictor et al., 2010). For some examples it was also the case that the research could not
have been conducted without the citizen scientists, although expert data would have been
preferred (Bruce et al., 2014). According to the scientists, the more experience one has, the
more reliable the data is, e.g. observations are more accurate and the level of trust increases
in the capability of the citizen. However there is always the need to put a scientific control
factor, either in terms of data being checked by experienced scientists before the data enters
the database or e.g. through a control matrix (Visser, 2000), in every citizen science project
and at least for now, scientists involved in cetacean research do not give too much of their
work out of hands not even to continuously contributing citizens. Other projects outside of the
cetacean world already exist where citizens are responsible for the problem definition, data
collection and analysis and scientists only have an advisory role, so called ‘extreme citizen
science’ (Haklay, 2013). This brings us to the whole notion of what is considered scientific and
what not by the experts, who is a scientists and who is not, which will be discussed more
elaborately in the discussion. One unique finding of this study is the positive impact scientists
can have upon members of the public if they trust them to complete a task which might push
the citizen out of his or her comfort zone but is seen as a positive experience at the end, when
citizens learn what they are actually capable of. One woman at the research camp e.g. had no
experience with anything marine related, but still felt it was a valuable addition for her to learn
how define sea states and for another participant the travel to the project’s location already
meant to be out of one’s comfort zone.

7.1.2 Reflections on the Educational Realm
The analysis of the educational realm/ aspect of citizen science suggested that in every project,
knowledge is transferred which goes beyond learning only about cetaceans. For example, in
this study, citizens learned how to identify different species and how to describe their behavior
appropriately. Citizens learned about the whole marine ecosystem, how to protect it and how
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to behave around marine mammals. Additionally, participants could gain experiences in
different ways of data collection and analysis, how to use technologies like GPS appropriately,
determine sea states and learn more about the work as a mariner. However, as it has been
pointed out in other studies before, the level of knowledge generation was depending on the
foreknowledge of the individual (SCU, 2013). What I defined as ‘travel knowledge’, which refers
to the knowledge tourists gain through their travel, where they perhaps encountered similar
projects or situations which are then transferable upon the specific citizen science case
definitely exists. It is complementary to ‚local knowledge‘ which is an important notion in
discussions of lay contributions to, or alternatives to, science see Irwin (1995) and Mowat
(2011). However, according to the experts, this is only partially useful since every project is
slightly different and gained knowledge while traveling might only be applicable in a specific
context. Nonetheless, knowing what to look for when watching out for cetaceans is of course
an advantage as the example at Morigenos showed. Comparably to Haklay’s findings (2013),
participants of a cetacean citizen science project actually build their own knowledge over time
by engaging with the project, making use of the educational materials available and by sharing
and discussing their experiences with other participants. At least from the case study in
Slovenia one can say that citizens appreciate the distinct knowledge of scientists (Haklay,
2013) and normally do not challenge it, only one participant did question the data collection
methodology. Occasionally a citizen might help to look at things from a different perspective
(Foster-Smith & Evans, 2003) and may offer crucial input to e.g. explain a behavior.
Nevertheless, the traditional distribution of epistemic authority does not change much within
most of the cetacean citizen science project. It always seems to be necessary that a scientist
is the final instance of control before the data is allowed in the database or used for the
analysis. This is seen as a necessary fact for ensuring data with high integrity which was
already highlighted by Foster-Smith & Evans (2003) and could be fostered by the existing
institutionalization of science, because papers would not be accepted by publishers otherwise.
As pointed out, the only time when the traditional allocation of epistemic authority is shifting, is
if one looks at it from the side of trust the scientists have to put into the participants to really
report only what they have seen, an issue which has not been discussed extensively in
scientific literature and it would be interesting to take a closer look at it through other case
studies. It would be also interesting to see whether epistemic authority is really shifting more if
a participant with a more trained eye, who has been submitting verified data and is trusted
more by the scientists, is contributing. One might expect so because experts claim to prefer
participants with more experience, but from this research nothing specifically can be said about
this issue and further research is needed.
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This study showed two findings which have not been noted yet in the literature reviewed. One
is the knowledge participants can gain about themselves if they participate in a project and are
pushed out of their comfort zone, what they are capable of physically and on an intellectual
level. The other finding involves the scientists and the possibility that they can actually increase
their knowledge in all sorts of ways, mainly socially, when they engage with the participants.
Although this has not been admitted or acknowledged by many scientists who took part in this
study, I have experienced indications throughout this study which bring me to the tentative
conclusion that this is the case for almost every scientist, maybe they do not even realize it
themselves or pay attention to it. The passionate way many experts talked about their work,
their excitement when they can share their experiences or findings with the citizens, and the
appreciation for the social interactions with the citizens were the first indicators that they are
really interacting with the citizens on a social level.

Also what they seem to appreciate is meeting quite a set of different personalities. Arguably,
engaging with many types of people on a social level enhances one’s own understanding and
prepares for different life situations. The learning process as such within citizen science
projects varies quite a bit between on-site and online projects. Overall, the projects are set-up
in a way that try to encourage mutual learning through exchange between citizens and
scientists and discussions possibilities, but a traditional one way education through lectures or
education material provided by scientists is still prominent. However, it seems to be easier to
encourage mutual learning and discussion through direct interactions between scientists and
citizens within on-site projects compared to online involvement, where the interaction is
currently only occurring via phone, email or in a discussion forum/on social media.

7.1.3 Reflections on the Social Realm
Directly connected to the social learning of scientists through participants is the social realm,
where in the cases studied, scientists and society connected to some extent which stands in
contrast to Hart et al. (2012) who claim that there is an increasing disconnect between scienceand scientists- and society, especially in the life sciences and all its emerging sub disciplines.
By no means could this be observed through the implementation of citizen science programs,
even if the expert was not positive about citizen science involvement, it would go too far to say
that being involved in a citizen science program would lead to an increasing disconnect
between science and society. Rather a change within society towards an active and reflexive
participation in world events could be attributed (Beck, 1992) at least within the five participants
of the case study, which is of course a too low number to generalize. But let me to explore this
in the wider development as well. Given the fact that the number of participants is constantly
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growing for almost every project and that people start to question about mammals they saw
prior, when they call to report a sighting, can be seen as an indicator for growing interest and
activity within the broader public. However a change could definitely be seen within the
scientists interviewed, who were open towards members of the public and had to put trust into
participants to collect correct data for them and often rely on local support to realize their
research, which has rarely been the case 20 years ago, as one scientist pointed out specifically
and could be confirmed through the different stories of implementations of citizen science
projects. Interestingly, one scientist who had worked with citizen scientists and had observed
the citizen science development for whale research over the past decades did not have positive
experiences with citizen science projects who were set-up in a wrong way without any scientific
input or validity. This led the scientist to move into the opposite direction, to go back to the
clear distinction between scientists and members of the public in most cases. So the question
arises, if citizen science is not implemented carefully (e.g. if the scientific legitimation is
missing, people are not encouraged enough to take part or the tasks are not clear and suitable
for citizens) and used in a beneficial way, does it lead to the opposite and actually increase the
gap between science and the public instead of bridging it as it was e.g. proposed by Haklay
(2013). Of course this is only a future scenario, but in the light of this scientist’s claim, it should
be seen as a possibility and lead to careful implementations of citizen science programs that
encourage a personal relationship with and dedication to the specific project and highlight the
importance of the citizens’ contribution. This way interested citizens should be more likely to
join and stay with a scientifically sound project and not turn to a project with now scientific input
or validity.

Another relationship that is part of the social realm is the human-nature-cetacean relationship.
According to Büscher (2014) humans and nature can be connected with the help of online
involvement. Since my study did not include online involvement, it is not possible to confirm
Büscher’s claim, but based on the perceptions of the scientists regarding the impacts on
participants, one can say that this could be one particular way of connecting humans and
nature. On the contrary, what can definitely be said about the human-nature/-cetacean
relationship is that cetaceans have the potential to bring humans closer to nature, no matter if
they are already attached to the animal or only get attached once they are exposed to it. For
example, in this study, experiencing a direct encounter with a cetacean in the wild was seen
as a way to bring humans closer to nature. Naturally, this finding requires discussion in the
broader context of the notion of nature and will be explained in the discussion part below.
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Another prominent finding of this study, which has not been discussed extensively in the
literature yet, is the role of the element of trust. As already described above, the trust scientists
have to or willingly put into citizen scientists effect both the educational and the scientific realm.
For the social realm the fact that scientists and participants trust each other can be seen as a
very positive aspect, because the beginning of a successful relationship is first and foremost,
trust in each other. Scientists trust the citizens’ abilities to submit what they see or to conduct
part of their research and the citizens trust the scientists to analyze their data in a correct and
meaningful matter. But it does not necessarily mean that scientists, if they have asked
questions to the participants to confirm or learn more about their sighting, would write down
the species the citizens had claimed to have seen. What we can see in the examples of this
study is that from the scientists’ side a basic level of trust is given, but a more deep form of
trust has to be earned by the participants over time. Once the scientist trusts the citizen
completely, the data is also considered more valid.

7.1.4 Reflections on the Policy Related Realm
The policy realm has been the least represented in this study because many scientists or
participants did not even mention any policy related topics. Despite the potential Irwin (Irwin,
1995, 2006; Irwin et al., 2013) attested citizen science to have for policy making, it has not
reached everybody in the cetacean world yet. Whereas some examples shown in the findings
are engaging with policy makers and scientists seem to realize the potential citizen scientists
can have to support their missions. Democracies are based on the voters, the public and if
legislations need to change, public opinion can influence decision making. Furthermore,
groups/social movements or public opinion can directly influence politicians and policy makers.
But also as the example at Morigenos showed, gathering data and producing facts can lead to
policy changes or implementation. Therefore, a citizen science project seems to be a very
suitable way to utilize both sides, gather empirical evidence and gain the public’s support in
order to make a solid case to the government. It would be too strong to conclude that the
scientists are not aware that they need the public, actually they are very aware of that and
engage through all kinds of communication channels with them, but it looks like that they
underestimate the potential citizen science can have to stimulate public opinion and trigger
action, based on the fact that only very few experts mentioned something policy related at all
when being asked, why they did implement a citizen science program and what are the positive
outcomes/benefits for them. Studies like Cornwell and Campbell (2011) showed the successful
collaboration of a citizen science project to manage sea turtles and reach mandated
responsibility run by the state of North Carolina with the help of scientists working for the state
and Delaney et al. (2008) highlighted the potential of citizen science to monitor invasive
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species and inform policy makers. Furthermore, especially citizen science projects who are
informing biogeography can be helpful by providing policy makers with concepts and tools to
monitor how biodiversity is evolving in a changing world and how conservation planning is
designed across large spatial extents (Devictor et al., 2010). Although more research is needed
on the potential effects of citizen science projects upon policy making and election behavior, it
could be argued based on the literature review and findings that a large potential exists in the
world of cetacean research and conservation.

7.1.5 Reflection on the Experts’ Perception of Participants and Participants’
Motives
Most of the experts interviewed did not keep track of the participants’ demographics because
it was not important for them or they would not see any benefits they should have from it, which
is logical since their research is focusing on cetaceans. Nevertheless, every expert could of
course tell about his or her own experiences, which made it possible to put the findings of the
Morigenos case study into perspective. As it turned out, the experts who were also involved in
projects who derived their participants from the Earthwatch Institute, confirmed the notion of
participants being slightly older, well-educated, not necessarily wealthy but middle class and
interested in environmental issues. According to the experts, participants were motivated to
take part in citizen science projects by their love for nature, the ocean and cetaceans
themselves, as well as the possibility to learn something and getting the experience. They
further stated that a bond between the marine mammal and the human being would have the
potential to foster responsible long-term contribution. The experts’ view and impression of the
participants was reflected within the findings in Slovenia, but also showed that especially
participants’ motives were far more complex than anticipated by the experts. Maybe scientists
underestimate the power of society/social aspects as a motivator and tool for citizen science.
Just within the five participants, eleven different motives could be found. All these motives
could be attributed to one of Wearing’s (2001) categories of motives; altruism,
travel/adventure, personal growth, cultural exchange/learning, professional development, the
specific program and right time/right place. Only the category of cultural exchange/learning
was more represented by something like scientific learning, although cultural exchange was
still a motivator, to engage with the community of Piran. Unfortunately no strong claims can be
made about the motives of crowdsourcing participants since no citizens who took part in online
projects were included in the study, experts mentioned similar motives of participants to take
part in on-site and online projects. Kaufmann et al. (2011) and Brabham (2010, 2012) came
up with more general categories of motives which were mentioned in the literature section.
Looking back now on these motives, it is necessary to gain more insights and develop a model
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specifically for cetacean citizen science projects, because some aspects like monetary reward
do not play a role and others do not seem to be likely. Still, further research needs to be
conducted on what role the conservation aspect; the ‘feeling of doing something good’ can be
a driving motivator. The greater good and the nature of the task itself, namely contributing the
protection of these flagship species, seem to replace the financial motivation as the key driving
force (Kaufmann et al., 2011). Love for cetaceans for both, citizens and scientists is a very
likely key motivator due to the fact that basically every expert mentioned it as a motive and
could confirm it through examples from their everyday life.

7.1.6 Citizen Science, Cetacean Research and Tourism – A Successful Symbiosis?
This research showed that citizen science and cetacean research is not necessarily a
successful symbiosis, but rather an alliance that requires work and compromises to a certain
extent so that the symbiosis can be experienced as successful and as beneficial for both
parties at the end. I am saying that this combination needs to be arranged and cannot solely
emerge out of love for the same thing, our whales, dolphins and porpoises. Tourism, especially
eco-tourism hereby can function as a tool for steering this alliance in the right direction and
prevent it from falling apart. Even better, it is an opportunity to help Beck’s analysis of how to
engage with risk society to develop even further, beyond questioning scientific output or facts
towards taking action in a valuable way.

Experts from a variety of projects ranging from on-site projects with only a few citizen scientists
towards sighting networks and catalogues where over 3.600 observers are registered (“Wild
Whales » About Wild Whales,” n.d.) were interviewed and at least currently it seems like it is
not necessary to have a huge quantity of citizen scientists to conduct scientifically sound
research, it is more the quality and frequency of contributors that counts. Of course the large
number of people who could potentially contribute towards the research projects has been one
of the motivating factors for scientists to engage citizens in the first place. However, the
research outcomes suggest that having a well-established team of citizen scientists that
contribute on a regular basis help reduce working time and effort the scientists have to put in
it, ensure a healthy level of trust and valid data and increase the chance of transferring their
gained knowledge and awareness to friends and families. Nevertheless, projects have been
introduced that try to tackle and overcome the issues related to a large quantity of citizen
scientists, e.g. via web-applications which on the one hand help with data management, enable
citizens to find matches themselves and simplify logistics. Attempts have also been made to
utilize citizens to control each other by showing the same data sets to more individuals (Shamir
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et al., 2014). If their ideas will be successful can only be told once they are established over a
longer period of time.

7.1.7 Fast Developments – a Word of Warning
Besides mainly positive conclusions drawn and claims made by experts, some expressed their
concern about the fast development of citizen science as a buzzword, when projects label
themselves as citizen science without any scientific legitimation or advice, this it was argued
can lead to misinformation in public, to funds being taken away from important projects and
being unpredictable hurdles for conservation efforts e.g. because potential citizen scientists
then contribute towards sighting networks which do not follow any scientific purpose, human
capital is taken away from the actual networks. Findings also highlighted that citizen science
projects should be implemented very carefully and that it is better to take more time in the
development phase than rushing to get many projects out there. In fact, not much knowledge
about unsuccessful citizen science programs or projects exists because scientists rarely
publish an article if the program did not succeed (Riesch & Potter, 2014). Also, within this study
only one expert talked about moving away from citizen science because of negative
experiences with the fast citizen science development and misuse of the term. This could be
due to the fact that experts interviewed were mainly currently working within citizen science
projects they considered successful.

7.1.8 Summary of Conclusion
Right now in the world of cetacean research and conservation, a lot of valuable projects are
out there, have currently been launched or are in the development phase, however cetacean
research involving citizens is still in its early days, especially in terms of crowdsourcing
involvement, since all web based applications observed have either been a trial project,
recently been launched or only been running for a few years. Considering the recent
developments of technologies and peoples’ apparent interest and willingness to participate
now and in the future, it suggests that the potential to involve citizens in cetacean research
has not been reached by far. The same accounts for influencing policy making e.g. if more and
more people get involved in conservation or specific cetacean projects, it is time to realize the
full potential of citizen science programs in relation to that.
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7.2 Discussion
In this last part of the thesis, I will discuss the prospects of citizen science in cetacean research
in relation to its potential impacts on citizens, the scientists and cetaceans and in relation to
the claim of organizations that legitimate exhibiting cetaceans in captivity. The aim is to open
up the discussion of citizen science for this research area and the science-public relationship
and to stimulate further research, which is undeniably needed since this was only intended as
a baseline study to stimulate further research from a social science perspective. The different
effects of diverse cetacean citizen science projects should be further researched and
contrasted from both, the scientists’ and the participants’ perspective. Long term research is
needed to determine effects over a larger time span on all stakeholders involved. Figure 14
shows again the area of research, but now in the wider context of society, public awareness,
conservation and policy that influence or might be influenced by citizen science programs.

Figure 14: Context of discussion

7.2.1 Citizen Science a Useful Tool for Cetacean Conservation?
Citizen science has been argued to have great potential for conservation efforts (Brightsmith
et al., 2008) and is seen throughout the literature as a valuable tool for conservation and
research representing an enormous potential workforce (Catlin-Groves, 2012; Devictor et al.,
2010). This study could tentatively confirm these claims and showed that many ways for the
citizens exist to contribute towards cetacean conservation. Even if one is not specifically
thinking about conserving cetaceans, but rather acts while thinking of the health of the world’s
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oceans, he or she is directly contributing towards cetacean conservation because this is
interconnected. Participants were well aware of contribution possibilities and changes within
their environmental awareness could be observed and were mentioned by experts, too. For
example, one woman, from now on, might look for a more environmental friendly shipping
methods after having seen a lot of plastic swimming in the ocean herself, while conducting
water-based observations. It can be questioned whether environmental awareness leads to
conservation efforts within the individual, but at least according to the experts and the five
participants, this could be confirmed. Examples reach from people spreading the word at home
and trying to make friends and family more aware of environmental problems, towards total
career changes and dedicating one’s life towards environmental conservation. It also seems
like a growing number of scientists is acknowledging the fact that a growing number of
cetacean researchers consider citizen science as a valuable resource for whale and dolphin
conservation, as publications from Meynecke (2014) and Stack et al. (n.d.) indicate.
Particularly interesting will be the impact of crowdsourcing upon conservation, however this is
something only time with the help of long-term studies and monitoring can tell, although a large
potential can be already attributed today, which has not been reached by far. A recent study
conducted at the University of Oxford analyzed 6300 smartphone applications which were
connected to any kind of nature theme and found out that only 0.5% were related to citizen
science projects and that till today especially conservation organizations do not exploit the full
potential of apps (“Are nature apps interesting enough? | University of Oxford,” n.d.) even
though apparently all requirements exist to engage the public and contribute towards
conservation science, as they stated below:
“The ability of apps to record and transmit casual, geo-located, nature observations creates real
possibilities to transform conservation science. The public could help in gathering data, and they in turn
could become far more excited about the natural world. […] As most people own a mobile phone today,
the app – though a small device – is a major way conservationists could be reaching a huge audience
with transformative possibilities” (“Are nature apps interesting enough? | University of Oxford,” n.d.).

Considering the fact that currently cetacean researchers are busy launching and developing
apps, it suggests that more scientists realize the potential, but also, as this study showed, more
scientist could take advantage of recent developments.

7.2.2 When is Someone Considered a Scientist and What is Nature?
Two terms that may be questioned in this research project are scientist and nature because it
is difficult to decide when someone is considered a scientist and the term nature is hard to
define. This study is not making the claim that it can fully answer these questions, and things
were left deliberately undefined, but more information on the context in which the two terms of
question were used, can be given. E.g. one of the participating experts did not think she was
a real scientist yet, simply because she has not gained a doctoral degree, yet (Interview Expert
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#10) or if searching the term scientist in the search engine Google, the first definition that
appears defines a scientist as ‘a person who is studying or has expert knowledge of one or
more of the natural or physical sciences’ (“what is a scientist - Google Search,” n.d.). This
definition suggests that everybody who is e.g. employed at university in the social sciences, is
actually not considered a scientist. Since I was not able to define what a real scientist in the
context of cetacean research was, I decided to conduct expert interviews, although in the
planning stage of this study, the interviews were aimed at scientists only (see interview guide
in Appendix IV), which I would have identified through their academic degrees and working
position. However as it became apparent throughout the research, especially for the social
science side of it, people who shared a certain level of expertise and had experience with
citizen science projects were able to deliver almost as valuable and important information in
terms of cetacean sightings and behavior documentation as the scientists who had obtained a
degree and were specifically educated. Keeping this context in mind, one might argue that a
possibility for citizen scientists exists to at least become experts in an area if they gain enough
experiences and expertise.

Nature itself can also be put into question and comparably to the term of scientist, I did not
deliberately define it, but I certainly used it in a specific context especially while categorizing
current citizen science projects. When a cetacean encounter was required in its original habitat,
it was considered a way of connecting the public to nature, whereas encountering a cetacean
in an artificial environment was not considered a way of bringing the public closer to nature
even though that is formally the aim of marine parks who are underlying the World Association
of Zoos and Aquariums (WAZA) criteria (“Code of Ethics and Animal Welfare,” n.d.). Cetaceans
were seen as ambassadors of nature (Seeing a cetacean = encounter with nature) but only if
they would be encountered in their original environment. The connection to nature via a webbased application on the other hand, of course is of a different kind, what Büscher (2014)
described as Nature 2.0, where nature is partly produced by humans, but also leaves the user
space to reimagine his or her own nature. Taking this concept into account, applications
engaging with cetacean research and conservation were seen as a way to connect the public
with nature. So nature can be evoked in the imagination of individuals when linked to a
cetacean in its original habitat.

7.2.3 Citizen Science, the Alternative to the Marine Display Industry in the Future?
This study, as stated at the outset was initiated out of curiosity what possibilities would be out
there for the interested citizen to engage with cetaceans outside the marine display industry
and what their potential effects, values and social implications would be. With this study,
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potential impacts of citizen science projects involved in cetacean research and conservation
have been explored. It would be presumptuous to make any claims about bare scientific facts
such as life spans of cetaceans in the wild and in captivity based on my findings, but it can be
explored whether potential effects on participants and possibilities for scientists within citizen
science projects are comparable to what the marine display industry claims to reach with
keeping cetaceans in captivity and if therefore citizen science would be a more worthy
alternative to marine parks since their usefulness can and is more and more put into question.
Sea World and its practices to keep and breed killer whales in artificial tanks is currently
probably the most prominent example and was therefore chosen as an example to discuss the
potential of citizen science to provide a worthy alternative to the marine display industry in the
future. On a website, specifically created by Sea World to give the public an opportunity to ask
questions about their practices one user proposed the question whether Sea World would
continue keeping killer whales and as an answer Sea World stated:

‘Yes. We believe all animals in our care, including killer whales, play an important educational role as
ambassadors for their species. They inspire people to care and join in conservation efforts. Animals in
our care also provide scientists and conservationists with unparalleled opportunities to conduct
research.’ (“Killer Whales,” n.d.)

What can be said from this study is that citizen science projects also inspire people to care and
join conservation efforts and offer unique opportunities for scientists to conduct research and
the possibilities are just at the beginning. Of course the opportunities for cetacean research
cannot be compared and might therefore be unparalleled, as sea world claims, but how
representative studies conducted in an artificial environment are for species living in the wild
can be questioned. Through citizen science we have seen positive effects upon science,
education, society and policy. At least on the latter, especially in terms of environmental risk
assessment, the marine display industry does not seem to have any effect. All in all, from a
social science perspective, it seems like citizen science programs have the potential to offer
everything marine parks are currently providing in terms of education, engagement and
research, but go beyond that without having to keep wild animals in captivity and delivering a
questionable image of nature itself to the public. Certainly right now more people visit marine
parks than take part in citizen science programs and target groups of both are quite diverse,
but especially with rapidly developing technologies and as findings showed the incorporation
of many different types of people in projects, citizen science could really provide an alternative
to marine parks in the near future.
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7.2.4 Suitability of the Four Realms, Irwin and the Methodology
Following Irwin’s guidance and looking closer at the science-public relationship was
considered beneficial for this research and overall the four realms of citizen science adapted
from the four values; scientific, educational, social and policy related of citizen science (SCU,
2013) and the three dimensions of the scientists’ point of view, namely the ethical,
epistemological and methodological dimension (Riesch & Potter, 2014), provided a valuable
tool for exploring the citizen science development for cetacean research. It allowed me to take
many different effects into account and helped to structure the findings in a meaningful manner
but at the same time equipped the research with the needed relations between the different
realms for the analysis. Nevertheless, looking back on my research now, another worthwhile
aspect which became apparent during my research and I would now consider an interesting
direction for further research or different take on things, would have been to take the economic
side of it into account since I tried (with Irwin’s help) to take society as such into account. It
would be worthwhile to look at economic constraints and influences as well because these
arguably influence everybody in almost every aspect of life. In this study, citizen science,
especially for on-site projects, provided a source of income or at least helped to cover the costs
of the excursions. Some research stations are heavily relying on funding provided by citizen
scientists, not only their one time contribution, but donations over a longer term, because they
become personally engaged with the station. Maybe citizen science could also open the door
for other sources of income like public funds by local, national and supranational bodies since
we are currently experiencing the shift from government to governance and public involvement
has become more popular in policy making (Irwin et al., 2013).

Next to that, the broad scope of the theoretical framework turned out to be an advantage and
disadvantage at the same time, because on the one hand it enabled me to capture a lot of
different aspects which is arguably needed to provide a thorough baseline study for further
research, on the other hand, keeping the broad scope throughout the analysis made it difficult
to capture the essence and not get lost in less minor details. Moreover, using semi-structured,
narrative inspired interviews made the transcripts, the interview process and the overall data
management task quite a challenge and time consuming because the interviews went in many
different directions and it was my task as an interviewer and researcher to keep the focus and
derive important information from less important information. Looking back, I would probably
have chosen a less open interview style if I would do the same research again. But on the
other hand this interview style enabled me to create a thorough baseline for further research
which has been one of the aims of this study and gave incentives for interesting research
directions.
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7.2.5 Limitations and Challenges of this Study
The study results had to face a number of challenges which were cause by a number of
limitations. Next to the normal challenges which are automatically implied by the constraints of
a master thesis, like limited time and resources, only one research camp could be observed
as a daily example. No participants from other projects were interviewed and since every
project might be different as such -although Morigenos staff confirmed that the camp
represented a regular camp quite well, but then the question arises, what regular really meansit would be interesting to look at different projects to be able to compare and contrast the
findings of this study. Interviews with participants were always more general about Earthwatch
projects because all had done some prior and were not able to separate their experience
clearly from their previous experiences. But this fact could also be seen as an advantage
because it enables participants to put their experiences at Morigenos into a broader
perspective and can arguably evaluate their experiences in Slovenia better. One main
shortcoming of this study was that no participants of online involvement or different social
classes were interviewed, which would have made this study more generalizable over the
whole citizen science landscape involved in cetacean research. This study only focused on
five participants who were highly educated and came from economically stable backgrounds.
Even though 14 experts from a wide variety of projects were interviewed, there are many more
projects who do not label themselves as citizen science or were not accessible out there and
their experiences and perceptions might vary in different parts of the world with different
cultural backgrounds. Finally, due to the fact that citizen science is a quite broad and fuzzy
concept, it makes it a challenge to decide what aspects really play a role, when a citizen
science project actually is carrying out citizen science and how to delineate the study. Last but
not least it is important to acknowledge that my attitudes towards captivity and conservation
and my own experiences might have produced a bias in the research outcomes, however this
is seen as a bias which is often part of different researches and unfortunately inevitable for this
research, since especially social sciences are facing the difficulty of not being able to be a
hundred percent objective within their analysis and depending on the approach e.g. from an
interpretivist’s perspective, one’s personal attitude and experiences is seen as a valuable
addition, rather than a shortcoming. Especially when interviewing experts from such a specific
field like cetacean research it was an advantage to have gained more expertise in this field
through the participation in a research camp before interviewing them and analyzing the
gathered data, since my educational background as a social scientist is quite different from
that of a marine biologist. Experts only had a limited amount of time they could dedicate
towards me so it helped to save a lot of time when I did not have to ask e.g. sampling methods
or technical terms.
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7.2.6 Further Research
This study as already mentioned, was intended to provide a baseline of current citizen science
involvement within cetacean research and conservation for further research. As the study
showed, citizen science has the potential to bridge the gap between science and the public in
this field and affects many different aspects within and outside cetacean research. Therefore,
more research into these effects, especially into conservation from a social and natural science
perspective is needed. Here only one case has been analyzed more thoroughly and many
more cases should follow to really get a sound idea e.g. about motives and demographics of
participants. Since the crowdsourcing projects have only been launched for a couple of years
now, no data on the long term effects of these projects are available yet, so it would be
recommended to look at long term effects in the future.

In the light of current captivity debates, it would be particularly interesting to look at how the
citizen science experience is different from the experience of whale watching just as tourists
and sea world/zoo visitors, if their motives to take part in are the same or different and what
potential effects do these experiences have. Considering the emotional response people have
if they encounter cetaceans in the wild and the possible effects on their environmental
awareness (DeMares, 2000; Jacobs, Fehres, et al., 2012; Jacobs & Harms, 2014; Jacobs,
Vaske, et al., 2012), it would be recommended to compare these responses to responses Sea
World visitors or visitors of other marine parks have and the environmental awareness which
might or might not result out of it. Additionally, taking all of these recent online developments
into account, a study like the one proposed above could be extended towards the question
how do nature experiences online differ from those in captivity and in the wild. Maybe nature
experiences in the wild are still the most influential experiences, but online experiences might
not be less impressive than in captivity with the advantage that online activity does not require
cetaceans to be captured and kept in artificial tanks. Online experiences are not the same as
in the wild but not necessarily separated and seeing e.g. an animal through a webcam in its
natural habitat is inspiring and captivating the viewer in a different, but not necessarily less
intense way (Kamphof, 2011).

Another very interesting point would be to further explore the four proposed realms of citizen
science and gain more insights especially into the policy related realm, since the study results
suggest that citizen science can inform policy makers and environmental management and
risk assessment plans and might even be able to influence election behavior. And finally
considering the issue of trust which was raised, it would be a worthwhile study to look at what
role trust can play in bridging the gap between science and the public.
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7.2.7 Science and the Public – Moving from Coexistence towards Symbiosis
through Citizen Science?
This study explored the citizen science development within cetacean research from a social
science perspective and showed that for the interested citizen there are plenty of opportunities
out there to engage. It is time to spread the word and show people how participating in research
is a more active, inspiring and engaging way of looking at and experiencing cetaceans in the
wild than just being entertained by whales and dolphins in captivity. There is a chance that a
relationship between the cetacean and the citizen will develop and this way people are
encouraged and more likely to engage in conservation efforts. But more research is needed
also from a social side, to be able to design citizen science projects in a beneficial and
successful way and gain more insights into their long term effects and actual potential. While
setting up a cetacean citizen science project, one does not only have to deal with simply
environmental constraints (weather, cetaceans are marine mammals which makes it more
difficult to collect data and to access remote areas), methodologically set-up and ensuring
scientific quality and output. It starts with simple things on how to recruit participants on a
continuous basis towards “making them become stakeholders within the animals”, as one
expert put it (Interview Expert #9) and making it a rewarding, fun and educational experience,
while participants know what they are contributing to and are likely to spread the word. These
are only the main points and might vary from project to project It is therefore recommended to
take time and be cautious when setting up a citizen science project. Right now, it might be that
the development of citizen science within cetacean research is seen to be a little too
positive/optimistic. But most of the experts were generally open to the idea of engaging
citizens, may it be in lower or higher numbers. It definitely depends of the type of project
whether a large or a lower number of citizens is needed or beneficial, but luckily potential for
almost every amount exists and should be used. Arguably in former times, science and the
public coexisted next to each other with no direct interaction, but as this study showed at least
for cetacean research, citizen science can be a tool to bring science and the public together.
It is not the perfect symbiosis, that of which we can find in nature between two species.
However, it has the potential with further cautious but steady development to get a step closer
towards bridging the gap between science and the public, so that scientists and the public can
work together on the conservation of cetaceans and successfully face the environmental
problems of our times.
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Appendix I
Interview Guide Participants Morigenos Research Camps
Dear participant,

Thank you very much for joining this interview. This research aims at understanding citizen
science programs involved in cetacean research and conservation, their effects, values and
social implementations with a special respect to public engagement and knowledge
generation. With your participation you are contributing with valuable insights to my Master of
Science thesis at the Wageningen University and Research Centre, the Netherlands and help
to understand the citizen science development especially for cetacean research. Throughout
your stay at Morigenos I will ask you some questions from time to time. To answer these
questions should not take more than 10 minutes per session. If you allow it, I will record your
answers. All answers will be treated anonymously and used for this study purpose only. If you
have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask or contact me personally throughout your
stay.
With your permission I will start recording now

Short outline of the interview

Beginning of Research Camp
o

Can you tell me how you ended up joining this research camp (Morigenos), like what
is actually the story that got you here?
 Motivations, awareness, personal connection, destination, cetaceans
 Evtl. Why join a dolphin research camp and not any other type of research?
 Evtl. Did you prepare yourself for that experience somehow?

o

What are your expectations towards these 10 days?
 Active participation, knowledge generation, leisure, sightings

o

And now I would like to ask you just some demographic background information:
 Gender, age, nationality, highest degree

o

What do you know about dolphins?
 Social behavior, age, threats

o

Thank you and enjoy your time in Morigenos. In case you have any questions now or
later, I am around and will be happy to answer them.
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In Between
o
o
o

Time: Ideally speaking after the first dolphin encounter
How did it feel like, seeing dolphins in the wild?
 Fascinating, impressive, connection with nature…
Was it your first time seeing dolphins in the wild or have you encountered them
before?
 If yes: Please tell me about that experience

End of Research Camp
o

o

o
o
o

Now, after 10 days of joining the Morigenos Research Camp how would you describe
the overall experience?
 Educating, satisfying,…
Based on your experiences, will you change your environmental behavior in the
future?
 Plastic, boating,…
Can you please define the term conservation for me?
Do you have the feeling you learned a lot during these ten days?
 If yes: Can you please describe your learnings in more detail?
Did you have the feeling you could contribute in a valuable way to the overall
research and with it towards the conservation of dolphins in the Mediterranean sea?

Again thank you so much for your participation.

 If interested: Copy of transcripts
 Social talk
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Appendix II
Questionnaire Participants Morigenos Research Camps
Dear Participant,

Thank you very much for your interest in this study. This research project aims at
understanding the effects, values and social implications of citizen science programs involved
in cetacean research and conservation. Two key areas of interest for this study are public
engagement and knowledge generation. With your participation, you are contributing valuable
insights to my Master of Science thesis at Wageningen University and Research Centre, the
Netherlands. Furthermore, you are also helping to understand citizen science development
especially for cetacean research. I would like to ask you to fill in this short questionnaire. It
should only take you about 5 minutes. All answers will be treated anonymously and used only
for this study’s purposes. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask or contact me
personally throughout your stay.

Thank you for your participation, it is really appreciated!

Please fill in your answers below:

Gender:

Male
Female

Age:__________________________________

Highest

level

of

education:______________

Nationality:____________________________
Occupation:______________________
____

Please mark on the barometers your personal position towards the following statements or tick
the don’t know box:

 Please assess the extent to which you feel a responsibility for protecting the marine
environment?
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Not important at all

Very important

Don’t know

 When you visit the seashore, how important is it for you to watch for cetaceans?
Not important at all

Very important

Don’t know

 To what extent do you agree with the following statement ‘everyone no matter how
inexperienced can contribute towards cetacean research in a valuable way?
Not agree at all

Very strongly agree

Don’t know
 To what extent do you agree with the following statement ‘everyone no matter how
inexperienced should be given the opportunity to contribute towards cetacean
research in a valuable way’?
Not agree at all

Very strongly agree

Don’t know
 In your opinion, what can you personally do to help cetacean conservation?
____________________________________________________________________
_______
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Appendix III
Example Interview Guide Experts
Dear Participant,

Thank you very much for your interest in this study. This research project aims at
understanding the effects, values and social implications of citizen science programs involved
in cetacean research and conservation. Two key areas of interest for this study are public
engagement and knowledge generation. With your participation, you are contributing valuable
insights to my Master of Science thesis at Wageningen University and Research Centre, the
Netherlands. Furthermore, you are also helping to understand citizen science development
especially for cetacean research. The interview will last approx. 15min. and if you allow it be
recorded. All answers will be treated anonymously and used for this study purpose only. With
your permission I will start recording now.

I will start with a short outline

Main Part
o

Personal Background Information
 Would you like to tell me a bit about HAKU?
 How long have you been working for HAKU?
 What is your position within HAKU?

o

Can you tell me the story how it came towards an involvement of citizen scientists?
 Initial idea, development of concept, history, lack of human capital

o

What is the overall goal of involving citizens?
 Raising public awareness, knowledge generation

o

Why are you cooperating with citizen scientists?
 Finances, reaching public audience

o

How would you describe a normal involvement?
 Every day routine, activities, get-to-know

o

How are you trying to involve citizens?
 Online, newspaper, lectures

o

In what way are you preparing CS involvement?

o

Would you call it a story of success?
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Citizen Scientists
o

What is your overall experience with citizen scientists?
 Valuable addition, fresh perspective, a pain

o

Do you have frequent participants?

o

In which cases in particular are CS especially useful?
 Data collection, human capital
 Can you maybe illustrate that with an example?

o

Do you encounter any difficulties while cooperating with citizen scientists?
 If yes: What kind of difficulties?
 Data management, behavior, expectations

o

What do you think motivates people to contribute towards your research?
 Curiosity, personal knowledge

o

Do you have the feeling that the participants learn for life and will pass on their
knowledge?
 If yes: What and in which way?

o

How can participants gain knowledge about cetaceans in your research?
 Seminars, information provided by scientists

o

Is the citizen scientists’ contribution credited somewhere?

Expert‘s Personal Role
o

What role do you embody for the citizen scientists?

o

Can you tell me your favorite story and part of working with citizen scientists?
 Special encounter, event, interpersonal experience

o

How important is public outreach in the everyday work you are doing?
 Central aspect, minor important

o

In what way do you benefit from the data collected by the citizen scientists?
 Photo identification catalogue,

o

Did you ever think about involving the public via online research?

*************************************************************************

o
o
o

Stop recording
Social Talk
Offer Transcript
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Appendix IV
List of Expert Interviews
Organization
Seawatch Foundation
B.C. Cetacean Sightings Network
Mingan Island Cetacean Study
M.E.E.R. e.V.
Centro de Investigación de Cetáceos (CEIC) Costa Rica
Morigenos
Morigenos
CARIB Tails
Orca Research Trust

Harbor Porpoises around Kullaberg (HAKU)
La Mar

Type of CS
involvement
Sightings
network
Sightings
network
Research
excursion
Research
excursion
Earthwatch
camps
Earthwatch
camps
Earthwatch
camps
Web application

Location

Sightings
network/
Catalog
Tourists as CS

New Zealand

UK
Canada
Canada
La Gomera
(Canary Islands)
Costa Rica
Slovenia
Slovenia
Caribbean

Sweden

Multiplier
Germany
cetacean travels

List of Email Cooperation with
Experts
Organization

Type

Location

North Atlantic Humpback Whale
Catalog/Antarctic Humpback Whale Catalog
Whale and Dolphin Conservation

Catalog

USA/Antarctica

Global Society

USA

Pacific Whale Foundation

Web application Australia/Hawaii
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